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Superintendent candidate gets district tour
AlliC1EFtS
Murray State
University

Send-off for
Racers today
Murray State University will
hold a send-off for the Racer basketball team today as they leave
for Chicago and the NCAA
Tournament.
The team will leave the
Regional Special Events Center's
. loading dock entrance at 11:45
a.m.
Prior to Murray State's firstround game against Georgia
Friday night, a pre-game reception
will be held at the Hyatt Regency
McCormick Place's ballroom. The
event will run from 6-7:30 p.m..and
• MSU alumni and friends are invit--•.

Murray State vs. Georgia
At the United Center Chicago, Ill.
Friday, March 15
25 minutes after Texas Tech-Southern
Illinois game
(approximately 9:15 p.m.)
TV: KFVS 12(CBS)

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray Independent School
District welcomed its first superintendent search finalist at a reception
Tuesday afternoon.
Trent Lovett, principal for North
Marshall Middle School, spent the
afternoon touring the schools and
meeting officials.
"I've been in some of the school
before, but not to the extent I was
today," he said.
Lovett graduated from Murray
State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in mathematics and
physics, and a Masters -of Arts in
education. He has also received certification for instructional leadership
for school superintendent, principal
for grades K-12, level 2, and provisional certification for High School
grades 7-12.
All of Lovett's teaching experience has come in the Marshall
County school district. He has
taught math at South Marshall
Middle School and Marshall County
High School. He also has served as
dean of students at North Marshall
Middle School before becoming that
school's principal.
Lovett said he has always been
fond of Murray. His father is a former employee at Mattel, and Lovett
attended MSU for five years.
"This system has always been
highly thought of in the region," he

said. -Academically, this is the
measuring stick for the Purchase
Area."
The district has set a goal for all
students to be proficient on their test
scores by 2014, but Lovett said that
shouldn't be a problem. "They are
so far down the road on that, they'll
meet that before the 2014 deadline."
However, Lovett said he doesn't
want to see the students peak too
soon. "When you score in the 80s
nationwide, you sort of plateau," he
said.
He said his challenge is to find a
way to reach the kids that aren't
learning as_fast as the other sludents.
"We have to find a way to reach
those students and find a way to still
reach the gifted and talented students," Lovett said.
But mostly, he said he wanted to
keep up with his predecessors.
"I just want to be able to carry on
with what the past administration
has done," Lovett said.
He said he was very impressed
with many of the programs currently
underway with the district. He complimented the new athletic complex
and the renovations at the middle
school and elementary school, and
he praised the flexible scheduling
the high school will soon impleKHIS1 HUPPERLedger
Fries ph
ment.
CANDIDATE STOP ... Trent Lovett (center) listened to Murray Elementary principal Eleanor Mills
"I am always open to change (right) as she talks to Lovett and his wife. Lisa (left). Lovett, currently principal at North Marshall
when it comes to the betterment of Middle School. met with teachers and administrators Monday
and toured the Murray school diskids," Lovett said.
trict as a finalist for the district's superintendent job. Amy Futrell is pictured in the background

Fire-related MSU
incidents lead to
student arrests

Mother convicted
Jurors reject
insanity defense
By ANGELA K. BROWN
Associated Press Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — Defense attorneys
turned their attention to trying to save Andrea
Yates from death row after she was convicted of
capital murder for drowning her five children in
a bathtub.
Jurors deliberated for less than four hours
Tuesday before rejecting defense arguments
that Yates, 37, was insane on June 20 when she
held the children underwater until they stopped
breathing.
"Mental illness is still not understood and not
appreciated," defense attorney George Parnham
said. "I hope we'll be able to save her life."
The sentencing phase was scheduled to
begin Thursday. Prosecutors, who did not comment after the verdict, were seeking the death
penalty.
Yates has no previous criminal record and
Parnham said the state likely will not,be able to
prove she poses a future danger to society, one
of the questions jurors must answer to conclude
Yates should be given the death penalty.
Parnham was expected to call Yates' husband
and other relatives to the witness stand during
the punishment phase.
Yates was convicted on two capital murder
charges in the deaths of 7 year-old Noah, 5year-old John and 6-month-old Mary. Charges
have not been filed in the deaths of Paul, 3, and
Luke, 2.
Defense attorneys and the prosecution
agreed that Yates was mentally ill, but prosecutors said evidence showed she knew her actions
were wrong.
"That's the key," prosecutor Kaylynn
Williford said. "Andrea Yates knew right from
wrong,and she made a choice on June 20 to kill
her children deliberately and with deception."
Yates. a former nurse, had thought about
harming her children for years and called police

rrr

after the slayings, Williford said. Yates
was overwhelmed with home schooling
and housekeeping duties and may have
committed the crime to punish her husband, the prosecutor said.
"Her motive to kill these children is
maybe for. us not to know," she told
jurors during closing statements Tuesday.
Defense attorneys said Yates suffered
from postpartum depression with severe psychosis and thought killing the youngsters
would save them from eternal damnation.
if drowning five children by a loving mother isn't a gross psychosis,
there isn't any such thing as
gross
psychosis,"
defense
lawyer
Wendell Odom said
in his closing
arguments.
The eightwoman, fourman
jury
heard testimony
from 38
w i t nesses over more than three weeks. After about
two hours into deliberations Tuesday, jurors
passed a note to District Judge Belinda Hill asking for an insanity definition.
Hill replied with Texas' legal definition,
describing it as a severe mental disease or
defect that keeps someone from recognizing his
or her conduct was wrong.
Thirty minutes later, jurors asked for a cassette player. Among items in evidence were
audio tapes of Yates' confession and her 911
telephone call to police the day of the drown;
ings.
Less than an hour later,jurors sent word they
had reached a verdict. After Hill read the verdict
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Barger, Phillips and Gagnon Nk ere
arrested for allegedly making and
using a "homemade device" which
created a small, confined chemical
reaction explosion. The release stated that the incident did not cause a
fire and did not result in. any
injuries. It did not specify when the
incident occurred, though.
MSU Public Safety Director
David Devoss was unavailable for
comment this morning.
The other arrest involved White
College resident Christopher M.
Martin, 18. Martin was charged with
three counts of possession of a
destructive device, two counts of

See Page 2A

Legislators putting
budget together
KHOU-TV/AP Photo

CONVICTED IN DROWNINGS ... Andrea
Yates (above) listens to closing arguments in her capital murder case
Tuesday in Houston. Texas. Yates, 37,
pleaded innocent by reason of insanity
in the drownings of her five children.
to the packed courtroom, there was no apparent
reaction from Yates. who stood between her
attorneys.
Yates' husband, Russell Yates, muttered,
"Oh, God," then buried his head in his hands.
Dora Yates put her arm around her son.

II See Page 2A

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In
putting together the jigsaw puzzle
that is the state's budget, House
members have shaved pieces, taped
others and used some from different
displays altogether. They acknowledge the total picture is not pretty.
While generally austere, by scavenging money from a range of
accounts, fees and bureaucratic cubbyholes, the House version of the
budget manages to provide funding
to some minor pet items of influential members. It also includes some
policy directives on topics large and
small.
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Kentucky Lottery

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Four Murray State University
students were arrested and criminal
summons were served on two more
after the university's public safety
and housing departments conducted
an investigation into three fire-related incidents.
Timothy M.Barger, 22, Stuart M.
Phillips, 21, and Grant D. Gagnon,
22, all residents of MSU's Franklin
College, were arrested and charged
with criminal possession of a
destructive device. All three were
released from the Calloway County
Jail on $2,500 surety bond each.
According to a press release
issued by the MSU News Bureau.
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The budget proposed to the lull
House on Wednesday is what
amounts to a first draft. Gov. Paul
Patton proposed his spending plan
on Jan. 22. After the House vote, the
Senate will offer is version and the

II See Page 2A
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FireLog
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Two trucks and four firefighters responded to a field fire at 1903
Greenbnar Drive March 7 The property owner was burning trash when
the field caught fire. Approximately two acres burned, and no injuries
were reported
• Six trucks and 15 firefighters responded an outbuilding and field fire
at 6605 State Route 121 South March 9. The occupant was burning
trash when high winds caused the grass to catch on fire Approximately
two acres burned, and no injuries were reported.
• Six trucks and 15 firefighters responded to a field fire on Wrather
Road March 9. The fire was caused by a downed power line. Less than
one acre burned and no injuries were reported.
— Information gathered from reports, lOgs
and citations from repsective agencies

•Arrests ...
From Front
first-degree wanton endangerment and one count of first-degree wanton
endangerment (police officer). He was also released from the Calloway
County Jail on $2,500 surety bond.
The release stated that Martin's arrest stemmed from a March 11 incident
allegedly involving "homemade chemical reaction devices." The release did
not specify what those devices were or if they caused any damage.
Michael B. Gaston, 21, of Elizabeth College, was served with a criminal
summons for two counts of second-degree wanton endangerment, and
Jonathan A. Cardwell, 22,a resident of Murray's Red Oaks Apartments, was
served with a criminal summons for second-degree wanton endangerment
for an incident which occurred during the week of March 5.
According to the MSU release, Gaston and Cardwell allegedly used an
aerosol can to produced a flame. The release stated that there were no
injuries-from the incidents,-which occurred over two days. .
Devoss said earlier in the week that the incident involving Gaston and
Cardwell was reported to the state fire marshal's office via fax. The release
did not state whether or not the other incidents had been reported.

AP Photo

TAKING COVER ... Israeli soldiers take cover along a highway after shots were fired from a hillside at Israeli vehicles near
the northern Israeli border with Lebanon, next to Kibbutz Metsuba Tuesday. Israeli troops killed two gunmen and exchanged
fire with a third for more than one hour. It ws not immediately clear whether the gunmen were Palestinian or Lebanese guerrillas.

Violence overshadows Cheney mission
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
SHARM EL SHEIK, Egypt
(AP) — Vice President Dick
Cheney, finding his Mideast tour
overshadowed by rising IsraeliPalestinian violence, pledged
today to work for long-term peace
in the region while waging a wider
war on terrorism.
"The success of liberty and the
future of the civilized world now
depend on us," Cheney, with the

Red Sea and circling patrol boats
as a backdrop, told American
National Guard troops stationed
here.
Cheney is on an 11-nation tour
of the region to drum. up support
for the post-Afghanistan phase of
the anti-terror war, including a
tougher stance on Iraq. But the
spiraling cycle of Palestinian suicide bombings and increasingly
brutal Israeli reprisals was occupying much of his attention.

Cheney came to this resort city
at the tip of the Sinai Peninsula to
meet with Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak. A day earlier, he
met in Jordan with King Abdullah
II, who urged a more active U.S.
role in ending the IsraeliPalestinian violence.
Both Mubarak and Abdullah
have expressed public opposition
to any U.S plans to move against
Iraq's Saddam Hussein with military force, a view shared by most

leaders of the
region.
U.S. officials suggested
that the recent
surge in viohasn't
lence
made Cheney's
job any easier,
Cheney
and that talks on
ending the Israeli-Palestinian violence are now occupying a large
part of his agenda.

•Mother ...
From Front
Deborah Bell. president of the
National
of
chapter
Texas
Organization for Women, said she
was shocked at the verdict She held
a candlelight vigil Tuesday night
outside the courthouse, where about
a dozen people attended, including
some of Yates' relatives.

"The devil was in her, and that
devil's name is schizophrenia," said
Bell, who founded the Andrea Pia
Yates Support Coalition. "I think a
lot of good will come out of this
case. Unfortunately, it's too late to
save Andrea."
In Yates'front yard,candles were
lit Tuesday night around the base of
a tree where a makeshift memorial

for the five children had been constructed a day after their drownings.
Dianne Clements, head of the
Texas pro-death penalty group
Justice For All, praised the work of
the prosecuting attorneys.
"They were the only two voices
who spokefor the children, and they
were obviously heard loud and
clear," Clements said.

Civil War
monument
meeting set
for Friday

II Budget ...

An advisory committee for the
repair and restoration of the Civil
War monument at the Calloway
County Courthouse will meet at the
solid waste office in the courthouse
Friday, March 15, at 3 p.m.
Members of the committee,
appointed by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court, are Sandy Forrest,
Johnny Gingles and Barbara
Smotherman.
The public is invited to attend the
meeting.

Exercise your
right to vote
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

differences will be resolved in a
conference committee, probably in
the waning days of the session in
early April.
The most significant departure
from Patton's plan was on the topic
of state aid to schools.
Patton had proposed a directive
that schools provide a 2.7 percent
,pay raise to their employees in the
fiscal year that begins July I, but
provided no specific state funding to
do so.
The House budget does not really provide much more state aid to
schools, but takes money from
unused health coverage funds and
directs it into the basic state aid program, known as SEEK. The basic
funding should be enough to provide a 1.6 percent raise for school
personnel in fiscal 2003, according
to Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond, the chairman of the
Revenue
Appropriations, and
Committee.
The shuffling of about $40 million in school funds, without any
real overall increase, is typical of
the approach taken elsewhere in the
budget. Receipts to the General
Fund are expected to grow only
modestly in the coming year, and
the natural increase in the cost of
operating government,from 2.7 percent raises for state employees to
rising health insurance costs, eats up
much of the additional money.
Still, legislators found some creative ways to direct money at
favorites.
The House budget appropriates
$2.5 million a year to the secretary
of the Tourism Cabinet for "agen-

cies and programs" within the cabinet. The money is believed to be an
effort to open six golf courses at
state parks now under construction
for which there are no operating
funds otherwise.
For example, the budget directs
that if the state buys liability insurance for covering its motor vehicles,
that acts .to waive the state's immunity from lawsuits for damages to
the extent of the coverage.
On a smaller topic, the budget
from the House also orders that
school No. 840 in District No. 175
"shall not be closed or substantially
changed." The school in question is
Prestonsburg Elementary, which the
Floyd County system wants to
close. Prestonsburg is also the home
of Rep. Greg Stumbo, the House
majority floor leader.
Rep. John Will Stacy, D-West
Liberty, chairman of the budget
review subcommittee on education,
had placed in the budget directions
on how raises would be given at
Morehead State—University, where
he worked until last July. LIniversity
officials said Mey did not ask for the
special treatment.
Sources of some of the money
are also vague.
Rep. Joe Barrows, D-Versailles,
said $9 million a year will come
from legislation that will raise some
.court costs, the fees charged for
everything from people who file
suits to those who get traffic tickets.
The legislation would also prohibit
judges from waiving fees, which
legislators said was a common practice.
The House budget also takes
about $5 million from the judicial
branch budget.
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Settlement talks end in PCB trial
[he
ANNISTON, Ala. (AP)
Alabama Supreme Court halted settlement talks in a trial over massive
PCB contamination after companies
being sued for the pollution complained that a judge was trying to
force them into a deal.
The justices granted the emergency stay Tuesday at the request of
Monsanto Co.. Solutia Inc. and
Pharmacia Corp. Jurors last month
found the companies liable for polluting communities in the east
Alabama city of Anniston.

Eight top executives of the companies came to Anniston on Tuesday
for settlement talks on order of
Circuit Judge Joel Laird,)outythe
companies asked the Supreme Court
to block the discussions soon after
they began.
The companies complained that
Laird brought in several deputies
and threatened to arrest one or more
of the executives unless the compa:nies settled. Laird said he was trying
to encourage the attorneys to negotiate in good faith.
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Trial of football player slaying starts

By STEVE BAILEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Prosecutors in the trial of a
PRINCETON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police arrested a Princeton Frankfort man accused in the sniperstyle slaying of a University of
man who allegedly set fire to his own house.
Christopher T. Stith, 30, was in the Caldwell County jail on $10,000 Kentucky football player claimed
Tuesday he had the motive and
bond after being arrested and charged with felony arson Tuesday afternoon.
means to commit murder.
Police said they didn't know why Stith allegedly set the fire.
Shane Ragland even admitted to
Stith is also charged with wanton endangerment, also a felony.
a girlfriend that he killed Trent
DiGiuro on July 17, 1994, and never
denied in a taped conversation with
MORGANFIELD, Ky.(AP) — About 75 miners have gone to work at her that he told her about the crime.
Assistant
Commonwealth's
the new Highland Mine months earlier than expected.
That's in spite of a delay in the completion of the entrance for the mine, Attorney Lou Anna Red Corn told
the jury in her 55-minute opening
located just north of U.S. 60 in Union County, near the Henderson County
statement.
line.
"We will prove to you beyond a
Parent company Peabody Energy Corp. had expected the underground reasonable doubt that the defendant
mine to be in operation by mid-2002.
killed Trent DiGiuro," Red Corn
But a roof Lall during the construction of the mine slope, or opening, told the jury."We will prove that the
forced a delay of perhaps two months, until August or so, Peabody defendant had motive, the defendant
had the means and the defendant
spokesman Vic Svec said Monday.
When in full production, Highland Mine is to employ 250 people, staffed made admissions about the murder."
DiGiuro was killed instantly
With laid-off miners from the Peabody Coal Co. Camp No. 1 mine.
when
a bullet slammed into his temThe mine is to produce coal from the Kentucky No. 9 coal seam for the
ple as he celebrated his 21st birthTennessee Valley Authority.
day with friends on the porch of his
Lexington home.
The crime went unsolved for
CRESTVIEW HILLS, Ky.(AP) — Thomas More College announced more than half a decade until
Monday that it will increase tuition 7.58 percent for the 2002-03 academic Ragland's former girlfriend, Aimee
Lloyd, came forward in January
year to $7,100 per semester.
"We have held the increase to a minimum by practicing stringent eco- 2000 and told police he told her he
nomics and by anticipating increased help from foundations and donors," shot and killed the walk-on offensive lineman.
Thomas More President E. Joseph Lee II said.
Red Corn told the jury Lloyd was
The increase is the second over a three-year period. The board of trustees
living in New Jersey and saw a
did -notincrease tnitiorrin the 2000-01 academic year but bumped it 7.3 per,.
-newspaper article-on-the Lve--year.
cent for 2001-02.
anniversary of the crime, which
Tough economic times and decreased state support have caused some prompted her to contact authorities.
colleges and universities to pass tuition hikes. Thomas More also has pro"She read the story and how his
jections for about 40 fewer students this fall compared with fall 2001.
father said that someone had to
know who killed his son," she said.
"For the first time, Trent DiGiuro
became more than just a name in a
HALLIE, Ky.(AP) — A 26-year-old Letcher County man died in an all- newspaper — he was somebody's
son."
terrain vehicle wreck.
Ragland was arrested after
Jamie Perkins of Hattie was driving west on Turkey Creek Road at Hattie
searches
at the homes of his father
when the vehicle ran off the roadway and struck a tree, according to
and mother in July 2000. Those
Kentucky State Police at the Hazard post. Perkins, who was not wearing a
helmet, was pronounced dead at the scene. The wreck occurred shortly
before 6 p.m. EST Sunday.
Private services were being held today. Letcher Funeral Home in
Whitesburg was in charge of arrangements.

Man arrested for allegedly setting
fire to own house

Miners working earlier than expected

searches turned up bullets and a
.243-caliber Weatherby hunting rifle
similar to the ones that killed
DiGiuro.
Prosecutors
contend
that
Ragland, 28, gunned down DiGiuro
in retaliation for helping to get him
blackballed from the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity in 1991. They
painted Ragland as an angry young
man with a history of violence.
"To be blackballed was a devastating and humiliating experience,"
Red Corn told the jury.
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InTennessee
Tennessee House defers
action on sales tax bill
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Gov. Don Sundquist said Tuesday he
will not veto the temporary 1-cent
sales tax increase passed by the
Senate, but he may not sign it, either.
"We haven't made a final deciSundquist said-after meeting
Tuesday with House leaders, who
are debating what to do about the
bill. "I won't veto it. This is not the
time to play games. This is serious
business."
The governor said if he decides to
let the bill become law without his
signature — which means it has to
sit on his desk for 10 days — he will
tell everyone hi intentions so preparations for increasing the tax can
proceed in the meantime.
The Senate on Monday approved
raising the state Sales tax from 6
cents to 7 cents on the dollar through
the end of this fiscal year June 30.
The maximum rate in the state
would rise to 9.75 cents on the dollar.
The increase would raise an estimated $180 million in three months,
if the tax goes into effect April 1.
That would cover about half the esti-

mated $350 million shortfall in this
year's budget. The rest of the shortfall would likely come from the
state's $178 million Rainy Day
Fund.
The temporary tax does not
address next year's budget. It would
take up to $800 million in new revenue to pass this year's budget again
next year, after replacing one-time
money used this year to pay for
ongoing expenses, plus budget
increases mandated by law or court
order.

Qita'sNeat Repeats
Men. Women & Children's
Consignment Clothes & Accessories
PIUS SION
Vintage & 70s Styles Rental
Owner - Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
(270)762-0207
Email: neatrepeats@apex.net
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For adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree

•• Careers
•• Financial Aid
••Admission Procedures
••Campus Resources to Help Students
••Evening & Weekend Degrees

Thursday, March 28, 2002 ** 6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Mississippi Room

\Murray ',.: State University
Center For
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• Free College
Information Night

Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-2392 to register.
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position trout those taken in the
search of Ragland's father's home.
Defense
attorney
William
Johnson told the jury that Ragland
did not kill DiGiuro and never told
anyone, including Lloyd, that he
had.
**You will not hear Shane say he
killed Trent DiGiuro," Johnson said
of the taped conversation with
Lloyd in his 50-minute opening
statement. "You will not even hear
her ask him if he did shoot and kill
Trent DiGiuro."

Thomas More to increase tuition

FIND OUT ABOUT:
S $15
is $8
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In addition to Lloyd's testimony,
Red Corn told the jury that the prosecution also will present:
• Several witnesses who will testify that Ragland had intimate
knowledge of the crime and lied to
investigators about several pieces of
information, including that he knew
DiGiuro and had lived several doors
down from him at the time of the
murder.
• Scientific tests showing bullet
fragments taken from DiGiuro's
skull were indistinguishable in corn-

Friends and supporters

ATV wreck kills 26 year-old
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When a bank's been around for more than a

ledger to sending information

century, you know it's been doing something right.

It has changed its

You know it has a strong 6erdaye. • The

been the financial backbone ofthe Hopkinsville area

Hopkinsville Federal Bank has weathered two world

since 1879.• The people of Hopkinsville Federal

wars, a depression, fires, floods, ice storms and night
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three times and it has
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test of time!
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It was a good week for atheists.
The Roman Catholic Church was
embarrassed by a scandal involving.
pedophile priests and
thesalleged cover-up by
a cardinal. Radical
Muslims.continued to
display their intolerance
of America and other
faiths. And the Rev.
Billy Graham was
embarrassed by release
of a 30-year-old tape on
which he was heard
telling President
Cal's
Richard Nixon that Jews
Thoughts had
a "stranglehold" on
.
By Cal Thomas the American
media,
Syndicated
which needed to-be broColumnist
ken because it was mining the country.
"You believe that?"
asked Nixon.
_"Yes, sir," replied Graham.
"Oh 6.e-y. -§o do I," said Nixon, adding,
"I can't ever say that but I believe it."

"No. but if you get elected a second
time, then we might be able to do something," Graham said in a reassuring tone.
Is that Satan I hear laughing? Or is it the
ghost of the late atheist leader, Madalyn
Murray O'Hair?
Graham apologized for his remarks, saying he did not recall making them — but
not denying he did. Graham is now 83 and
in poor health, but he was 53 when he
made the remarks, in good health and presumably of sound mind.
Most people will probably accept
Graham's apology because of his lifelong
record of good works. Still, there is a lesson to be learned from this incident for
those with eyes to see and ears to hear. It is
this: Political power can be corrupting and
can seduce even the clergy.
Former Watergate co-conspirator
Charles Colson, who is heard on many of
the Nixon tapes, has written about this in
his book,"Who Speaks for God?"
Colson notes, with the authority that
-comes with experience: "It's easy to
become enthralled with access to places of

supposed power. In time, however, without
even knowing it, our wellintentioned
attempts to influence government can
become so entangled with a particular.
political agenda that it becomes our focus;
our goal becomes maintaining political
access. When that happens, the Gospel is
held hostage to a political agenda — and
we become part of the very system we are
seeking to change."
That last point is made crystal clear in
the 1972 exchange between Graham and
Nixon.
Graham is no bigot, although he sounds
like one on the tape. In fact, Graham desegregated his crusades when it cost him support from some whites, and he encouraged
the work of Martin Luther King Jr.
Who among us has not made a remark
which, if recorded, might prove embarrassing?
On the tapes, one hears Graham compromising his principles in order to please
Nixon. Perhaps realizing where he was
headed, GiraffiritaIseleIlS-the president:"A
lot of Jews are great friends of mine

not made a remark which, if
recorded, might prove
embarrassing?
(because)... they know I am friendly to
Israel and so forth."
But then Graham gives in to the lower
nature in us all, possibly fearful of offending the man whose company he enjoys
keeping: "But (Jews) don't know how I
really feel about what they're doing to this
country, and I have no power and no way
to handle them," he says.
"You must not let them know," replies
Nixon.
Had Graham spoken "truth to power"
and said of Nixon's derogatory remarks
about Jews,"Mr. President, those were
wicked and sinful things to say about.
Jewish people," chances are excellent that
Nixon would never again have granted the

evangelist access.
That's the way the game is played
between politicians and clergy. And the
clergy always lose in the end because it is
their principles that must be sacrificed if
their proximity to supposed power is to
continue and their illusion of influence to
be maintained.
The Christian church was intended to be
not a hierarchy, but a "lowerarchy."
As Jesus instructed His disciples when
sending them out to share His redemptive
message: "Do not take any gold or silver or
copper in your belts; take no bag for the
journey, or extra tunic, or sandals or a staff;
for the worker is worth his keep"(Matthew
10:9-10). The emphasis was on making disciples, not persuading Caesar about their
point of view.
The top-down approach of many faiths
today has ruined whatever compelling message they might have once conveyed. When
Christian leaders, especially. speak of
revival, perhaps they should take their eyes
off Washington and start focusing on reviving themselves.

Change isn't
necessarily a
bad thing
Much has been said, both positive and negative, about the downtown improvements going on.
Based on your viewpoint, improvement may be a stretch. But let's talk
about change. What is change?
How does it happen? What causes
it?
I moved here in 1976 and decided at some point to make Murray
my home. Back then, you pretty
well had to go to Paducah for any
serious shopping. The fanciest
restaurant in Murray was Devanti's
and the only entertainment was at
either of the movies(Remember
when they were on Chestnut and
the shopping center?).
To get from the north end of
town to the south took up to 20
minutes because back then 12th
Street was two lane with NO turning lanes. It could tax your nerves
if you were in a hurry.
Of course, a lot of change has
taken place on the north side of
town and in other areas of Murray.
We now have almost every conceivable type of restaurant, retail
shops are all over the place, and
The following is a roundup of editorials published by Kentucky news- als may have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials are
you can get almost whatever you
papers and provided by the Associated Press. The editorials comment not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated want rather than make that long trip
on a variety of issues of interest to Kentucky residents. Some editori- Press or the Murray Ledger & Times: .
to Paducah (It was two laned all the
way, by the way).
other in school hallways or instigate
Depending on your viewpoint,
- The Appalachian News-Express, maintain anonymity.
this can be either a negative or a
brawls in the school yard with the
The most recent example came
Pikeville
positive change. Frankly, I think it
when at least six local students were
assurance they'll remain nameless and is positive.
When it comes to the handling of
faceless in all but the most serious of
Now, we're faced with some
juvenile offenses, our country's courts arrested following a melee at Shelby
new changes. All of the commotion
Valley High School that sent several
instances.
and legislature for too long have
going on downtown."They're tearparticipants to the hospital. Our
embraced therapy over punishment
limes have changed, and it's time
ing things up!" You can hear it at
state's juvenile court laws shielded the Kentucky balanced the scales between the shops and restaurants downand confidentiality over disclosure.
"Why do they have to change
identities of those involved, despite
But an epidemic of school shootings,
juveniles' rights and public protection. town.
We were fine until
downtown?
the
coupled with an increase in other vio- the fact at least four of them face
Making our state's juvenile court pro- this all started!"
lent crimes committed by our nation's felony charges ranging from firstSome time ago. Paducah had a
ceedings public — at least in felony
vibrant downtown (That's where I
youths, surely proves that approach is degree assault to inciting a riot.
cases — might deter some youngsters went shopping when I got here).
Matters were made worse later in
flawed.
from committing crimes in the first
Sears was downtown, as well as JC
the week when Pike District Judge
There's no wonder, then, that Pike
Penney. It was pretty busy down
place.
there.
Darrel Mullins issued a gag order that
County Attorney Howard Keith Hall
It would also place some muchThen the mall came in. Guess
prevents court and law enforcement
says the juvenile court system has
needed media scrutiny on a segment
what happened? You got it:
officials from releasing further details
long since served its purpose. Several
Downtown almost died. The city
of the court system that has operated
bout the case. Now,since the offendrealto
fathers saw they had a problem
enough
wise
been
have
states
unfettered for too long. Most imporwith a decreasing tax base and a
ers were under age 18, the public can't
ize that, and are removing the shroud
huge loss of revenue. They had to
courts
juvenile
our
opening
tant,
—
of secrecy from their juvenile records, learn even the most general detail
do something to combat this
would hold juveniles accountable for
such as additional arrests — about a
at least in cases of violent or repeat
change.
their actions, while alerting the public
Well, they did. They launched a
violent crime that occurred on its
offenses and other acts that involve
Main Street program which took
delinquent
behavior.
offender's
an
to
property.
serious felony charges.
10 years to show any real
For when juveniles cease behaving as about
Such an archaic approach might
progress. Now downtown Paducah
Not so in Kentucky, where an outis vibrant on weekends and is
have been effective when youngsters' kids, as was the case last week at
dated desire to shield juveniles from
attracting people like never before.
nor
courts
the
Valley,
neither
Shelby
the stigma of having their crimes pub- worst pranks were spray-painting a
We in Murray were blessed to
the public should feel a compelling
wall or breaking a window out of a
licized allows them to commit any
have a downtown that was not
need to treat them with kid gloves.
dying, but it was pretty clear to a
public building. Now kids shoot each
number of crimes, yet almost always
lot of us that the development on
the north side could have the same
impact the mall did in Paducah. We
couldn't let that happen.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
So, rather than wait for the
236 Cannon House Office Building
we decided to go to
inevitable,
20510
D.C.
Washington,
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
work improving the downtown and
1-202-225-3115 (Washington 5)
organized a group of people to be
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
sure we were ahead of the ball
137ARussell Senate Office Building
instead of behind it.
Washington, D.C. 20510
bunning.senate.gov
That is why we have seen a
web:www.jim bunning
WALTER L. AF'PERSON
1-202-224-4343 (Washington 5)
number of building fronts
Publisher Emeritus
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
improved; that is why we are get361ARussell Senate Office Building
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
ting new sidewalks and landscapWashington, D.C. 20510
5)
(Washington
INC.
ing. It will make our downtown
1-202-224-2541
NEWSPAPER,
MURRAY
PUBLISHED BY

area attractive to tourists who will
stop here and shop. It will keep
small unique businesses downtown,
where they do their best work. They
aren't in competition with Wal Mart
and don't pretend to be. Wal Mart
has its place, and the small businesses down here.have theirs. No
reason we can't all succeed.
More than a million dollars have
come into this program through the
hard work of our volunteers, city
--and c-ounty officials and our Main
Street manager Robin Taffler. We
are a Shyer City in Gov. Patton's
Renaissance program and are a
model for Main Street programs
throughout our Commonwealth.
Not too shabby for a program
that has only been in existence for
less than four years! In fact, the
progress is amazing when compared to others in the state. The
program needs increased support,
not condemnation.
What's wrong with nicer sidewalks, nicer building fronts,
improved landscaping and an
improvement to the courthouse, as
well as the old post office? Frankly,
I'm at a loss to figure out what the
fuss is all about. But I guess that's
what change is all about. Some
people are against change just
because it's a change. It has nothing
to do with better, improved or any
other term you can hang on it.
If you are over 30, drag out
you're old high school yearbook. I
think you'll see a major change.
But that isn't necessarily bad, now
is it?
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Tom Ewing is a resident of
Murray.

Got
Something
To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray,
KY 42071. Letters must
be signed and have a
tele hone number!
For questions, call Eric
Walker at 753-1916, ext.
27.
• Letters must be
signed with the writer's
name, address and telephone number so we
may contact you if
there are questions.
• Letters should be
approximately between
250-350 words TYPED.
And all letters are subject to editing or rejection.
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Mrs. Lovis Manning

Charles W. Humphrey

Mrs. Mary Frances Weatherly Richardson

Mrs. Lovis Manning, 76, Hazel, died Tuesday, March 12, 2002, at
11:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born May 21, 1925, in Puryear, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
Tilman Windsor and Opal Bivins Manning. One brother, Billy Windsor,
also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Bud H. Manning, to whom she was
married Nov. 23, 1946; two daughters, Mrs. Marie (Shorty) Jones and
husband, Alton, Hazel, and Mrs. Jan Hale and wife, Dwight, Puryear,
Tenn.; four granddaughters. Mrs. Kim Glover and husband, Mark,
Farmington, Mrs. Tern Biggs and husband, Larry, Puryear, Tenn., and
Mrs. Tammy Allen and husband, Rogers, and Mrs. Robin Hainley and
husband, Barry, all of Springville. Tenn.; eight great-grandchildren,
Billy Nored, Emily Pritchett, Linzy Goforth, Gage Hainley, Kayce Jetton,
Nikki Jetton, Tracy Middleton and Bivndi Hale; five stepgrandchildren;
eight stepgreat-grandchildren.
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs. Claudean Epps and Mrs. Linda
Jones, both of Puryear; five brothers, Charles. James and Glenn Windsor
and Keith Manning, all of Lynn Grove, and Buddy Manning, Chicago,
III.; an aunt, Mrs. Polly McIntosh, Mayfield.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Charles W. Humphrey, 95, Franklin, Tenn., former resident of Murray,
died Monday, March II, 2002, at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
His wife, Mrs. Katie Irene Boggess Humphrey,to whom he had been married for 62 years. died March 4, 2002. One sister, Herlie Venable, and two
brothers, Cas Humphrey and Bob Humphrey,all preceded him in death. Born
in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Lee Humphrey and Lula
McClain Humphrey.
Mr. Humphrey retired from the former Murray Division of Tappan
Company where he was employed from 1946 to 1974. He was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Gail Gage and husband, Bill,
Franklin, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Evelyn Phillips and husband, Harrell, Port
St. Lucie, Fla.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Renee Humphrey, Troy, Tenn.; one niece,
Mrs. Elsie Hewett and husband, Al, Dickson, Tenri., formerly of Murray;
three nephews.
The funeral is today (Wednesday)at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Williamson
Memorial Funeral Home, 3009 Columbia Ave., Franklin, Tenn. Chris
Norwood is officiating. Burial will follow in Williamson Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Habitat for Humanity, P.O. Box 1139, Murray, KY 42071.

The funeral for Mrs. Mary Frances Weatherly
Richardson will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kerry Lambert will
officiate. Music will be by Carol Spann, soloist, and Joan
Bowker, organist.
Pallbearers will be David, Robert, Preston and Harry
Weatherly, Matthew Morris, Chuck Betts, Ray Hornsby
and Shawn Jones. Burial will follow in Murray City
1
Cemetery.
Richardson
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m
Thursday.
Mrs. Richardson, 67, Doran Road, Murray, died Saturday. March,9.
2002, at 9:30 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Henry W. Richardson Sr., died Dec. 3, 200t. One daughter, Vicki Richardson, also preceded her in death. Born July 12, 1934, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Roy Weatherly Sr. and
Lucile lrvan Weatherly.
Mrs. Richardson was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church. She and
her late husband, had owned and operated Rich's Grocery at Aurora from
1954 to 1984.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Willette Oliverio and husband,
Martin, Tolland, Conn.; two sons, Henry (Richie) Richardson Jr. and w Ile.
Jody, Murray, and Roy Jennings Richardson, New Concord; four sisters.
Mrs. Janice Sublett, Denver, Colo., and Mrs. Kay W. Ray. Mrs. Ginni
Hopkins and husband. Jerry, and Mrs. Nettie Jones and husband. Harold, all
of Murray; three brothers, Roy Weatherly Jr., and John Weatherly and wile.
Bobbie, all of Murray, and Harry Weatherly and wife. Jean, Fulton; sisterin-law, Mrs. Betty Schwall and husband, L.L., New Orleans, La.; brotherin-law, Bethel Richardson and wife, Sina,-Murray; six grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

A.C. (Cook) Sanders

Charles (Corky) Bowman

Graveside services for A.C. (Cook) Sanders will be today
(Wednesday) at 1:30 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Mancil J. Vinson
Charles(Corky) Bowman,62, Metropolis, Ill., sister of Mrs. June Ramey,
will officiate.
Murray, died Tuesday, March 12, 2002, at 4:27 a.m. at Western Baptist
Active pallbearers will be Sam Spiceland, Jerry Scarbrough, Tommy Hospital, Paducah.
Rushing, Joe Dick, J.D. Rayburn, Eldon Heathcott, Tommy Carroll,
He had retired from the City of Metropolis after working for 21 years.
William Sanders, Bradley Barber and Stephen Barber. Honorary pallOne daughter, Cheryl Ann Bowman,and two infant brothers all preceded
bearers will be Wells Purdoin Jr., Dr. C.C. Lowry,and members of Baraca him in death. He was the son of the late Sylvester Bowman and Violet Davis
Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church, -Murray.
BOwinan.
Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Stelza Brumitt Bowman;four daughters,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church Mrs. Patti Dodson, Jonesboro, Ark., Mrs. Therese Nelson, McMinnville,
Building fund, 203 South 4th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Ore., Mrs. Angela Carnes, Metropolis, and Mrs. Cathy Clark, Stockett,
Mr. Sanders, 93, Sunny Lane, Murray, died Sunday, March 10, 2002, Mont.; three sons, Greg Bowman and Michael Eiler, both of Metropolis, and
at 5:08 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Steve Bowman, Bradley, Ill.; four sisters, Mrs. Mildred Hill, Mrs. Dee
Retired co-owner of Sanders-Purdom Motor Sales, Murray, he was a Costos and Mrs. Kay Wright, all of Metropolis, and Mrs. June Ramey,
60-year member of Mayfield Lodge No. 369 of Free and Accepted Murray; two brothers, James (Dub) Bowman and Ron Bowman, both of
Masons and a member of York Rite Bodies and Rizpah Shriners. He was Metropolis; 17 grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
a member and former deacon of First Baptist church where he was also a
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Aikins-Farmer
member of the Baraca Sunday School Class.
Funeral Home, Metropolis. The Rev. David Smith will officiate. Burial will
Born March 23, 1908, in Graves County, he was the son of the late follow in Oddfellow Cemetery.
John Thomas Sanders and Effie Mae Cochran Sanders. One sister, Allene
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Overbey, and one brother, Carves Sanders, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Enid Rea Sanders, to whom he was
married June 23, 1938; one daughter, Mrs. Ann Kay Smith and husband,
Bill, Madisonville; two sons, Stephen C. Sanders and wife, Mary W., and
••
'
Tommy R. Sanders, all of Murray; four grandchildren, William Cook
shining on this great
Sanders, Bradley Barber, Stephen Barber and Allison Myers.

home...

Wesley Knox Wilson

*JUST REDUCED!*

Wesley Knox Wilson, 94, Waterway Trail, New Concord, died
Tuesday, March 12, 2002, at 9:40 a.m. at Britthaven of Benton at Benton.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements

Call Judy today!
.5co-1378o

which was torn down following the
flood of 1937.
David Pollock, an archaeologist
with the Kentucky Heritage
Council and director' of the
Kentucky Archaeological Survey,
said he wished the remains had
been found during initial site surveys. "You hate to see something
like this come up during construction," Pollock said.
There is no record of a cemetery
on the site. Nor was there evidence
of coffins, though wooden caskets
would disintegrate, Pollock said.
The site will be studied to determine the cemetery's limits, Pollock
said, adding: "I think we will find a
fair number, probably more than
10."

1E1_1117

Judy Denton

1552
Canterbury

Skeletal remains of five
found at construction site
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Bones of at least five people have
been found a,t a construction site in
downtown Frankfort. A coroner
said the remains are at least 50
years old and possibly date to the
19th century.
Workers found the bones
Monday on a dump truck that had
left the site where the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet's new headquarters is being built.
"We spent the rest of the day
excavating and digging. and found
as many bones as we could find,"
Franklin County Coroner Mike
Harrod said Tuesday.
Harrod said the site appeared to
have once been a cemetery, perhaps
used by the old state penitentiary,

What do these three women
have in common?

Unsurpassed value
and quality at a
reduced price.
Unbelievable as it
may sound this
3 bedroom,2 1/2 bath home with over 3,300 sq. ft. is
being offered at a reduced price of $158,900.
Don't delay, treat yourself to the best.

CAMPBELL

They are all mothers.
They are all grandmothers.
They are all funeral directors at Imes-Miller Funeral Homes.
What do those three things have in common?
Each vocation requires what the ancient proverb calls the characteristics of a virtuous woman:love, trust, hard work, wisdom.
kindness, faith and a good dose of homemaking.
At Imes-Miller Funeral Homes, Mary Beth Imes, Thelma Milter
and Martha Churchill Imes Farris strive to make you and your
family feel like a part of their home. Imes-Miller Funeral Homes
of Murray and Hazel. Bringing the care of your family back
home.

REALTY

n.

1300 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY • 759-8780

,777

www.bcampbellrealty.com

Funeral Home
311 North 4th Street • Murray KY 42071
753-7000

Calloway County Preschool/
Head Start Spring Registration
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Do you have a child who will be 3 or
4 years old on or by October 1, 2002?

CORONER
Sincerely dedicated
to the people of
friurraylealloway County.

Jim Kelly
Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dos Jones Ind. A$g.
10541.84 • 90.51
Air Products
50.52 - 0.48
AOL Time Warner
26.00 - 0.35
AT&T
15.86 - 0.28
Bell South
38.57 - 0.13
Briggs & Stratton
46.37 - 0.53
Bristol Myers Squibb ....49.55 + 0.20
Caterpillar
58.51 - 0.40
Chevron Texaco Corp
89.98 + 0.36
Daimler Chrysler
44.38 + 0.46
Dean Foods
70.24 - 0.41
Exxon-Mobil
44.04 + 0.04
Ford Motor
16.85 - 0.16
General Electric
40.41 - 0.69
General Motors
60.15 - 0.85
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..48.51 - 0.16
Goodrich
31.77 - 0.10
(;oodyear
28.02 - 0.29
IlopFed Bank*
10.56 B 10.70 A

1BM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

'Holhard Lyons os a Market maker on this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Porfic9eas a
rT1
107.80 - 0.70
53.33 - 0.27
31.66. 1.33
22.41 + 0.43
5.28 - 0.37
18.76 - 0.04
28.67 + 0.32
63.56 + 0.07
62.02 - 0.52
21.82 - 0.34
49.95 + 0.02
40.03 + 0.18
32.79 - 0.24
52.35 - 0.62
48.01 - 0.09
21.87 - 0.18
36.92+ 0.07
61.56 - 0.67
7.54 - 0.39

40.6)
HIWARD
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Our Best Investment Is You.
J J B Hilhard W L Lyon•, Inc • Wismtrer NYSE and SIPC

REGISTRATION
March 14th - 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
March 15th
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
The Calloway County Preschool/Head Start is
located behind the Calloway County High School.
To register your child for potential enrollment in the Preschool/Head Start proparents or guardians need to bring the following information:
Certified birth certificate
Social Security card
Proof of income (W-2's or Income taxes)
Medical Card or proof of insurance
Kentucky Immunization certificate
Your child does not need to be present to register.

If questions, please call 762-7410.
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MEM
Gospel music group to be
featured at Green Horse

Wednesday, March 13, 2002

Engagement
Quilters will celebrate the 13th
annual Quilter's Day Out from 9:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Saturday. March
16, at Graves County High School,
Kentucky Highway 12.1 North,
Mayfield.
Quilt displays, including a special display of patriotic quilts, and
vendors will be set up in the high
school's family and consumer sciences department.
Quilters in the three quilt guilds
which host the Purchase Area's
Quilter's Day Out make the quilts
on display. The host guilds are
Piecemakers,
Graves County
Paducah Quilt 'N Sew On and Quilt
Lovers of Murray.
The day also includes demon-

Bridal
9Zeistrli
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Kristi Holsombake
bride-elect of
Payton Patterson
join our
bridal registry.

loltitql*N.
/P.4#

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

J.B. Taylor and the Kentucky Traditions, a group
singing Bluegrass Gospel songs, will be featured at
the Glory Bound Christian Entertainment event on
Thursday, March 14, from 7 to 9 p.m. at Green
Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray.
This is an outreach ministry, sponsored by
Goshen United Methodist Church. Joe Lawrence,
Goshen member, invites the public to attend the
entertainment held each Thursday.
Special entertainment for March 7 was by the
Jo's
group, Son Light, composed of Mike and Dortha
Datebook Phelps with their easy gospel, and Floyd Garland
By Jo Burkeen with his Bluegrass gospel.
Community
Editor
An Angel Alert for a toddler car seat has been issued
by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Anyone having one to
donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

strations by some of the area's top
quilters. Demonstrations will be
conducted at 10 a.m., 11:30 a.m.
and 1 p.m.
Carolyn Halford of Murray will
demonstrate "Celtic Appliqué."
Quilters will be able to improve
their quilting stitches by viewing a
demonstration on "Small, Even
Stitches" by Phyllis of Murray. Sara
King of King's Quilting Studio in•
Paducah, will show quilters how to
use a fusible grid in quilt construction.
Carol Ray of Mayfield will
demonstrate the color wash technique while Tina Goodman of
Murray shows the use of binding
strips in machine quilting one block
at a time. Joyce Rinella and Mary
Sowell of Paducah will explain
"Using the Third Hand."
Becky Addis of Benton will
teach "Constructing the Rag Time
Quilt." Lindsay Luciano of
Mayfield will share her method of
freezer paper appliqué. Mary
Renquist of New Concord will,
demonstrate "Hand Embroidery
Embellishments" for quilters to
incorporate in their quilt making.
Vendors participating in this
year's event include English's
Sewing Machines, King's Quilting
Studio and Quilters Alley, Paducah;
Murray Sewing Center and The
Pincushion, Murray; and Odds &
Ends, Benton. Vendors will show,
proaucts and techniques throughout
the day.
Quilter's Day Out in Kentucky
was the idea of Phyllis Miller of
Murray in 1989. In 1990, the
Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society
began sponsoring the event in all
counties in the state. It was later
designated National Quilting Day
Quilting
National
the
by
Association and i celebrated annually on the third Saturday of March
all over the world.
Admission is free.

Angel Alert issued

Fire-Rescue fundraiser Friday

Stni

Chief A. Robert Trenholm of Calloway County Fire-Rescue, Inc., said
the Lynn Grove Country Corner, located at Highways 94 and 893 in Lynn
Grove, will donate 10 percent of all sales to the Calloway County FireRescue, Inc., on Friday, March 15, from 4:30 to 9 p.m. Fish, ribs, shrimp,
prime rib and steak will be served.
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Singles dance Friday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have a dance Friday, March.
15, from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at the Gibson building, Mayfield. Gary Long
will be DJ.The cost will be $6 per person and each one is asked to bring a
snack to share. All singles are invited. For more information call Jackie at
1-270-247-7754 or Barbara at 436-5032.

Blankenship and Harbin
Mrs. Mona Tate Bolin and Charles Mark Blankenship, both of Murray,
announce the engagement of their daughter, Morgan Leigh Blankenship, to
Adam Scott Harbin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harbin of Oxford, Ala.
Miss Blankenship is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dean Tate of
Paducah and of Mr. and Mrs. Macon Blankenship of Murray.
Mr. Harbin. is the grandson of Mrs. Ruby Lambert and the late Mack
Lambert of Heflin, Ala., and of the late Mrs. Nellie Harbin of Heflin.
The bride-elect, a 1998 graduate of Murray High School, is currently a
senior at the University of Alabama, where she is a candidate to receive a
bachelor's degree in interior design in May 2002. At Alabama, she served
as president of her sorority, of her college and of the XXXI women's honor
•
society. She is a member of Omicron Delta Kappa.
The groom-elect, a 1997 graduate of Oxford High School, is a 2001
summa cum laude graduate of the University of Alabama with bachelor's
degrees in communication studies and classics. At Alabama, he served as
president of his college and as a member of Jasons and Omicron Delta
Kappa. Currently he is pursuing a Juris Doctorate at the University of Texas
School of Law, Austin, Texas.
A June wedding is planned.

Veterans' assistance Thursday
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in
filing claims for state and federal benefits on Thursday, March 14, from 9
a.m. to noon. at the National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North Murray.
This is a free service of the state of Kentucky. For information call 1-877812-0840.

Mother to Mother group Thursday
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday, March 14, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
Pregnant moms (and dads) are welcome. For information call Kim
Jastremski, 759-4746.

Zeta meeting Thursday
Leta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
March 14, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Phyllis Lindsey will present the program with Thelma Bailey giving the thought for the day. Hostesses will be
Ann Doran, Barbara Brandon, Vivian Hale and Betty Sue Vinson.

Lodge meeting Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 is scheduled to meet Thursday, March
14, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.
You have the "Luck of the Irish" if you
are reading this column. In honor of Si
Patrick's Day "DK Kelley is offering
20% off any item in the store that is green
including our special floral arramlements!!!" Friday and Saturday only
15th and 16th.
Be sure you don't miss this great holiday at DK Kelley. We have our winter
merchandise $10. $15, $20 - up to 80%
off and a rack of early spring 20% off
(perfect to wear now).
Just arrived! More fabulous fitting
French Dressing jeans and capri's in new
styles and colors, all of the latest trends in
denim. These jeans are the answer to
most women's prayers as far as jeans are
concerned. They are made to fit a
woman's body. With a little spandex.
these jeans fit and move comfortably
with you. Some of the newest styles are a
little lower riding with a boot cut in a
black washed denim, and the new darker.
almost navy denim with light stitching
for a French nautical look.
The brightly colored capri's, in yellow,
blue, red and white mini checked as well
as this seasons hot black and white mini
check are perfect for all ages.
Pairing these great bottoms with all of
our new graffiti tops, floral tops and loads
of the ever popular tee shirt in all colors
and styles will brighten your day
Some of the latest trends in accessories
for the new spring fashions are in sterling
silver.
Sterling serves as the perfect accessory
to the hippie bohemian fashions (patchwork, fringe, ruffles and denim.) Western
wear and haute hippie is the ideal back
drop to silver with bright enamels, stones
and 'More. Large enhancers on leather
cords and sterling chains look great
Turquoise and red onyx are a hot look
too. These popular looks in the 60s and
70s have returned.
One of the newest looks in jewelry is the
intricate celtic motifs that feature sinuous
knots and links that date back to the 10th
century in Britain. Ireland. Scotland and
Wales and are seen in oxidized silver.
Ornate Indian jewelry is making a big
return in fashion as well.
We now have a vast selection of new
jewelry in sterling silver and in costume
looks.
Join us for lunch and get your 20% off
anything green as well as our other sale
merchandise.
Congratulations to Tiffany Beane who
won the silver stretch bracelet at our
lunch on Friday.
For this week's quote an Irish blessing
— "May your blessings outnumber the
shamrocks that grow, and may trouble
avoid you wherever you go."
On a personal note Happy Birthday to
Roy!
Stay tuned to next week's Fun ck
Fashion report....

VFW meeting Thursday
Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet
Thursday, March 14, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall,South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.

SS representative will be here

A Social Security representative IA ill be at Calloway Public Library
Thursday, March 14, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. to,.help with claims.

Grace WMU will meet
WMU of Grace Baptist Church will meet Thursday, March 14, at 6 p.m.
at the home of Imogene Herndon with Rubye Jackson as cohostess. Angie
Wyatt will discuss her mission trip to Russia. All ladies are invited.

M.A.G.I.C. dinner planned
The "M.A.G.1.C. After Dark" senior citizens group of First Baptist
Church will have a dinner meeting on Friday, March 22, at 6:30 p.m. in the
fellowship hall. Tom Butler of Paducah will be speaker. Reservations for the
catered meal at $5 per person should be made by this Friday, March 15, by
calling Diane in the church office, 753-1854.
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4-H events planned
photo provided

AMBASSADORS.. Volunteers who are participating in the Murray Tourism Commission
and Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Ambassador Program this season
are (standing, 1-r) Ray Waggoner, David Shepperson, Bill Staudacher. Julie Staudacher,
Ronald Churchill Jr.. Castle Parker, (seated) Frances Waggoner. Betty Shepperson and
Pauline Parker. Those still wishing to volunteer may call coordinator Judy Gargus at
759-2199.
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Horse Judging Class for Calloway County 4-H will be Thursday, March
14, from 3 to 4:45 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center. Robin
Sprague will be the teacher. Ginny Harper, Calloway County Extension
Agent for 4-H and Youth, encourages all interested 4-H members to take
advantage of this special class.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today, March 13, at 4 p.m. in the school library. Agenda items include
Foreign Exchange Student Policy, Consolidated Plan report, 2002-2003
school year schedule and budget report. The public is invited.

Bereavement Group will meet

Bereavement Support Group will meet tonight, March 13, at 6:30 p.m. in
the private dining room No. 1 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
information call Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

Dessert Cabaret planned

The second annual Calloway County High School Choral Department
Dessert Cabaret will be Thursday, March 14, in the school cafeteria.
Desserts will be served at 6:30 p.m. with entertainment beginning at 7 p.m.
Proceeds will go to help fund the Choral Department's trip to Chicago
where the concert Choir will perform at the Heritage Festival of Music.
Tickets are $3 for adults and $1 for students.

MS Community Walk planned

Murray-Calloway Walk for Multiple Sclerosis will meet Tuesday, March
19, at 4 p.m. at the home of Linnie Hooks, 1655 St. Rt. 121N, Murray. Plans
will be made for the walk on April 6 at the Calloway County High School
Track. For more information call 753-4487.

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today, March 13, at 4 p.m. in the media center. The public is invited.

'Food for Friends' planned

Murray fitness and weight loss center, Curves for Women® will be joining the Curves International Inc.,"Food for Friends" food drive in March to
benefit local food banks. Anyone desiring to drop off a bag of non-perishable food items may do so at Curves®, 2608 Highway 121 North, during
business hours Monday through Friday. Last year the food drive collected
approximately one million pounds of food nationwide.
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CLINICAL TRAINING...Students enrolled in the Health
Sciences program at KY Tech Murray/Calloway Area
Technology Center participating in clinical training at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital during the spring semester are (kr) Melinda Henderson, Erin Darnell, Sonya Box,
Felicity Taylor, Nicole Shaw, and teacher, Cindy Wise.
Students enrolled in Health Sciences and other technology
programs at the center may receive college credit for some
of their classes. For more information call Dennis Harper,
principal, 753-1870.
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Mark Anderson, fraternal coordinator for Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society, attended a
Fraternal Coordinator's Seminar,
Feb. 18-20, at the Omni Shoreham
Hotel in Washington, D.C., and the
American Camping Association
(ACA) National Conference, Feb.
20-23, at the same location.
During the seminar, coordinators
reviewed Woodmen's fraternal programs and discussed methods to
enhance the patriotic, civic and family activities sponsored
by
Woodmen lodges across the country. Seminar topics included promoting
youth
leadership;

Woodmen's disaster relief partnership with the
American Red
Cross; how to
coordinate "Join
Hands
Day"
activities; and an
overview
of
Woodmen's
member beneAnderson
fits.
While attending the ACA
Conference, coordinators learned
the latest youth camping information, including safety issues, staff
training and program development.
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Julie Smith and Bill Staudacher announce their wedding which took
place on Friday. Feb. 1, 2002. in the Hale Chapel of First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
The ceremony was conducted by the Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor.
Mrs. Staudacher is the daughter of Sadie Nell Fulton and the late Ed M.
West of Murray. She is the mother of David Smith and Jennie Rottinghaus
of Murray and Nancy Greene of Louisville.
Mr. Staudacher is the son of the late Ethel M. and Arch L. Staudacher of
Marion. Ill. He is the father of Dr. David A. Stauffacher of Canton, Conn.
The bride is a retired teacher from Marshall and Calloway counties and
was employed by the Administrative Office of the Courts of Calloway
County.
The groom is a former teacher in Illinois and is now retired after 31 years
with IBM.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Staudacher are active volunteers in local church,
community and charitable activities. They both have served as past president of the Calloway County Board of Directors for the American Heart
Association and as ambassadors of the Murray-Calloway County Tourism
Commission and the Chamber of Commerce.

never pay
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roaming again.
coast to coast nationwide.

Joy Navan speaker
for Kiwanians Club
Dr. Joy Navan, faculty member
of department of educational services, leadership and counseling at
Murray State University, discussed
the role of MSU's Center for Gifted
Studies at the Thursday meeting of
the Murray Kiwanis Club.
"Kiwanis and our center have
similar missions in that they focus
on children," Navan said.
She explained that the Center for
Gifted Studies aims to assist families in identifying the talents and
gifts of their children and seeks to
help in making recommendations
for their educational programming.
Navan explained that the term
gifted refers to a category of exceptional students who demonstrate
ability to learn and achieve at
exceptional levels. Areas of giftedness may involve general intellectual ability, specific academic ability,
creativity, leadership or ability in
the visual and performing arts.
"I urge teachers to identify these
students in the latter half of the third

grade," Navan
said. "Some of
the ,indicators
may involve test
performance
assessment,
informal observations by a
teacher or peers
and evaluation
of student work
products. Once a
student is identified we try to
Navan
decide the best
way to provide services for that student."
The center strives to promote
gifted/talented programs for students, training for teachers in gifted
education, and help seminars for
parents of gifted/talented children.
Navan concluded that education
is a sacred trust between society and
children."My dream is that we will
have a certified gifted/talented coordinator at each school." she said.
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WIN ONE OF TEN TRIPS FOR TWO TO THE 2002 NCAA' MEN S FINAL FOUR.'
Enter at cingular.comincaa. cInguiar wireless is an Official NCAA'Corporate Partner

X' cing ula r
Photo provided

PTO HELP...Kim Hounshell (left), president of North
Elementary School PTO, presents a donation for Calloway
County High School Project Graduation to Michelle
Rowland, senior at CCHS. donations may be sent to CCHS in
care of Nancy Dycus.

Wyatt named by publication
Jay Wyatt of Almo has been named an AllAmerican Scholar by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Wyatt, a student at Calloway County High
School, was nominated for this award by Vanda
Elliott, mathematics teacher at the school.
His biography will appear in the AllAmerican Scholar Yearbook, published nationally.
Wyatt is the son of Benny and Kathy Wyatt
of Almo. His grandparents are J.D. and Pat
Stidam of Elkhorn, Neb., Eva Etman of
Marysville. Ohio, and Lorene Wyatt of East
Bernstadt.
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SPORTS

Wednesday, March 131 2002

Racers vs. Georgia
When: Friday, 9 15 p m Whom United

tenter

Lindy

Radio: WSJP WNBS TV: CBS

Bulldogs' season full of surprises too

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Many Murray State fans have
been fixated on the Racers' surprising revival during the 200102 season.
However, the Racers and their
fans don't have to look very far
this spring to find another unexpected success — try the program they're opposite of in Friday's opening round of the NCAA
Tournament.
With just two starters returning from last season's NCAA
Tournament team, the Georgia
Bulldogs were not expected to
provide much of a challenge to
,SoutheAstein Conference
East Division powerhouses Kentucky and Florida — much less
to upstarts Tennessee and South
Carolina.
Instead, the Bulldogs did just
that and more, defeating the Wildcats twice and splitting the regular-season series with the Gators
to force a three-way tie atop the
East standings.
"It was a big surprise because
we had so many question marks
going into the season," said thirdsear UGA head coach Jim Harrick, whose Dawgs made a dras-

tic improvement from a 16-14 mark
in 2000-01 to 21-9 this season.
Chief among those question
marks was a low
post game that
would rely on
three unproven
sophomores —
forwards Chris
Daniels
and
Steve Thomas
and swingman
Jarvis Hayes.
Added
to
Herrick
those concerns
was the fact that all three were
undersized for the SEC level, with
Thomas being the biggest of the
three at 6-8.and 230..pounds.- _
However, the frontcourt proved
to be a surprising strength for Georgia — the biggest surprise being
the play of newcomer Hayes, who
garnered All-SEC honors for leading the Bulldogs in scoring at
17.6 points per game.
Jarvis' twin brother, Jonas, has
also been a welcome addition,scoring 7.0 ppg and grabbing 4.8
rebounds per outing in 20.6 minutes a game.
"They (the Hayes twins) have
been two big pieces of the puzzle for this team," liarrick noted.

"They are two local guys (from
Atlanta) who have had really nice
years."
Returning starters Ezra Williams
and Rashad Wright have formed
one of the more potent backcourt
duos in college basketball, averaging 16.9 and 8.6 ppg, respectively. Wright led the team in assists
at 4.6 per game from his point
guard position.
The play of the Georgia unit
impressed the NCAA selection
committee to award .the 'Dawgs
a surprising No. 3 seed and a
date with the 14th-seeded Racers
in Friday's 9:15 p.m. contest at
Chicago's Unit
ed. Center.
While
he
wasn't surprised
by the matchup,
Harrick
does
have
some
reservations
about facing a
program
that
he's
closely
Williams
connected to.
"I like to play my friends, but
not necessarily in the(NCAA)tournament," he explained.
Former Murray head coach
Mark Gottfried is a former assis-

(ant of Harrick's when the two were
at UCLA. That duo — along
with then-Bruins' graduate assistant and current Racer assistant
coach Chris Woolard — led the
storied program to the 1995 national championship.
But the similarities don't stop
there.
James Holland, a current Georgia assistant, served three years
(1988-91) on former Racer coach
Steve Newton's staff at MSU.
Murray head coach Tevester Anderson was an assistant at Georgia
under Hugh Durham from 198695.
"(Chris) Woolard is like a son
to rne, and _of_course, we have
James Holland on our staff," Harrick noted. "I know the (MSU)
athletic director (E.W. Dennison)
and Tee pretty well, so I've got
a lot of friends at Murray State."
Despite those close ties, Harrick is focused on a Murray State
unit that he considers a legitimate threat.
"They've got a very good basketball team," he said. "I know
they had a pretty rough stretch
during the middle of the season,

III See Page 9A
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UNEXPECTED HELP.. Sophomore swingman Jarvis Hayes
has perhaps been the Bulldogs' most pleasant surprise
in a season of unexpected success for Georgia.
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Gaines' basket lifts Cards
to NIT win over Princeton

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Tomes photo

JOYOUS REUNION.. Former Graves County head coach Steve Jaco enjoys
a joyful reunion
with Graves seniors Sarah Clapp (24) and Lindsay Cornn (10) following
the Lady Eagles'
F:tst Region championship game victory over Marshall County Tuesday
night.

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach Rick Pitino expected a methodical game from Princeton.
Reece Gaines made sure the
Cardinals won it.
Louisville's junior captain
banked in a jumper with 5.3 seconds left and scored 23 points to
lift Louisville to a 66-65 victory
over Princeton in the first round
of the National Invitation Tournament on Tuesday night.
"I just knew I had to make a
play. I had a good, clean look
and luckily, the shot Went in,"
said Gaines, who also hit a gamewinning shot against Tennessee in
December.
The Cardinals will play host to
the winner of Wednesday's Temple-Fresno State game next Tuesday.
Pitino lamented being paired
with Princeton, citing the Tigers'
plodding motion offense as diffi-

cult to prepare for.
"It's passing and cutting, a fun
style to watch, a fun style to play.
But on one day preparation, it is
a nightmare," he said. "If I seeded all 40 teams, I would have put
them 40 on the list of teams I
wanted to play."
In other NIT games, it was
UNLV 96, Arizona State 91; Ball
State 98, South Florida 92; Saint
Joseph's 73, George Mason 64;
and Montana St. 77, Utah St. 69.
The Cardinals (19-12) led by
as many as 10 in the second half,
but Princeton used 3-point shooting to set up a frantic finish.
The Tigers (16-12) shot I2-for25 from 3-point range, including
8-for-I3 in the second half.
"Down 10, I felt like we were
going to get shots. We just needed to start putting them in," Princeton coach John Thompson III said.
The Tigers, who lead the nation
in scoring defense, held Louisville
without a field goal for six minutes, but the Cardinals shot 11for-14 from the line to keep the
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Louisville struggled to adjust
to Princeton's deliberate offense.
"It was hard to get into rhythm
against this team," Gaines said.
"They'd have the ball and go backdoor, or go over the top and hit
the 3. And they inade some unbelievable 3s."
Louisville's Bryant Northern
made 3-pointer — his only basket of the game — with 1:54 left
to give the Cardinals a 62-58 lead.
Ray Robins hit two free throws
with 1:35 remaining, but Luke
Whitehead countered with a .prair
of free throws 20 seconds later.
Erik Brown fouled Mike Bechtold on a 3-point attempt with a
minute left, and Bechtold hit all
three free throws to make it 6463.
Persia scored on a backdoor
layup with 11.9 seconds left to
give Princeton a 65-64 lead.
Gaines then dribbled the length
of the floor and banked in an offbalance jumper in traffic.
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Graves claims region crown Hoosiers lookin
g to

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
First Region Tournament Most
Valuable Player Lindsay Cornn
(cored- 19 points to lead Graves
County to a 28-24 victory over
Marshall County in Tuesday's
championship game at the Regional Special Events Center.
Cornn, a Murray State signee.
was the only player in double figures as both teams combined to
shoot I9-of-79 from the field and
3-of-23 from 3-point range.

The Lady Marshals(24-6)scored
two points in the first quarter and
four in the second to fall behind
17-6 at halftime.
But the Lady Eagles (24-5) followed a six-point second period
with a free throw in the third and
did not knock down their first
field goal of the second half until
the 3:38 mark of the fourth quarter.
Graves, which will play 13th
Region champion Jackson County
in the first round of the Sweet
16 state tournament March 21 in

Bowling Green, placed Cornn and
Ashley Starks (six points). on the
region's all-tournament team.
They were joined by Marshall's
Stephanie Fields (five points) and
Kristen Reeves (eight), Carlisle
County's April Taulbee, Murray's
Paige Adlich, Fulton City's Nadia
Sensing and Gabrielle Garland.
Mayfield's Jan Dodson, Heath's
Jennifer McElya and Lone Oak's
Katee Buchanan.
Realma Johnson of Carlisle
County was the recipient of the
Rex Alexander Award.

Wiel resigns as Middle Tennessee coach
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. (AP) — Randy Wiel
announced Tuesday that he is resigning as head
basketball coach at Middle Tennessee.
-There are some who feel c change is needed
and the program needs to go in another direction," Wiel said in a statement released by the
school. "I just hope they give the next coach time
to turn it around...
The team finished 14-15 this season, and Wiel

was 84-90 over six seasons at the school. Middle Tennessee went 5-22 during the 2000-01 season, its first after moving from the Ohio Valley
Conference to the Sun Belt Conference.
Wiel, 50. said the 2000-01 season was hard
for Middle Tennessee fans to take, but said this
year's team enjoyed some success.
"We improved in every facet of the game.
which I look at very proudly," Wiel said.

660 North 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
(Behind Cracker Barrel I
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BLOOMINGTON, Ind.(AP) —
Their NCAA tournament record
since 1995 is a stinging rebuke:
2-7, five first-round exits and the
two most lopsided postseason losses in school history.
This is not what Indiana basketball is supposed to be; it is,
however, what it has become —
susceptible to upset losses.
"It is what is called the choke,"
senior swingman Dane Fife said.
If it were only that simple, perhaps the Hoosiers could cure the
ailment.
For the Hoosiers, who have
won five national titles and been
Mike Davis
to seven Final Fours, there is no been to the round of 16 since
hiding from the fact their once 1994. Add their five-year Big Ten
glorious tournament tradition has tournament record of 4-5, and the
been badly stained since the mid- picture is clear — Indiana has
1990s.
failed to win when it really matThey haven't advanced beyond ters.
the first round since 1999, haven't
"I don't think it should be for-

Eyecare
Specialists

Telephone
270-753-6272
I -800-272-9477

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
#1 On Ballot... #1 In Qualification

Fro

Ophthalmologist
Eye Physician
Cataract and Laser Surgeon
Specializing in diagnosis and treatment of eye disease
Office Hours By Appointment
Mon., Thurs. & Fri.

with
size.

gotten," Fife said. "We need to
have that imbedded in our minds
— that we can lose, that we are
very capable of losing."
And it can happen against anyone, as Fife and his teammates
have learned.
There was an 18-point loss to
Colorado in 1997, which matched
the Hoosiers' worst postseason
defeat.
That was followed by a 25point blowout to St. John's in
1999 and a 20-point thrashing by
Pepperdine in 2000.
Last season, after being getting
to the final of the Big Ten tournament, the Hoosiers figured they
were poised for an NCAA tournament run.
It lasted one half.
Kent State rallied from an 8point halftime deficit and sent the
Hoosiers home early — again.
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
50% Off All Stock 50% Off
Sports Nutrition
Enzymatic Products
Nature's Plus

Vitamin & Herbs
Diet Products
All Groceries

Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery
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. SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Sutter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTQ
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th SI • Murray, KY • 753-3415

NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
At Edward Jones Dome
St. Louis
Thursday's Games
Kentucky (20-9) vs Valparaiso (25-7), 11 25
am
Marquette (26-6) vs Tulsa (26-6). 30 minutes following previous game
At The MCI Center
Washington
Friday's Games
North Carolina State (22-10) vs Michigan
State (19-11), 11 15 am
Connecticut (24-6) vs Hampton (26-6) 30
minutes following previous game
Wisconsin (18-12) vs St John's (20-11).
6 40 p or
Maryland (26-4) vs Siena (17-18), 25 minutes following previous game
At The United Center
Chicago
Texas Tech (23-8) vs. Southern Illinois (267), 650 p.m
Georgia (21-9) vs Murray State (19-12).
25 minutes following previous game
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
At The BI-LO Center
Greenville, S.C.
Thursday's Games
Oklahoma State (23-8) vs Kent State (275). 11.20 am
Alabama (26-7) vs. Florida Atlantic (19-11).
30 minutes following previous game
Notre Dame (21-10) vs. Charlotte (18-11),
6 40 p m.
Duke (29-3) vs Winthrop (19-11). 25 minutes following previous game
At ARCO Arena
Sacramento, Calif.
Southern California (22-9) vs North Carolina-Wilmington (22-9). 6:55 P m
Indiana (20-11) vs Utah (21-8). 25 minutes following previous game
At Mellon Arena
Pittsburgh
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh (27-5) vs. Central Connecticut
State (27-4), 10.25 a m.
California (22-8) vs Pennsylvania (25-6).
30 minutes following previous game
MIDWEST REGIONAL

First Round
At Edward Jones Dome
St. Louis
Thursday's Games
Kansas (29-3) vs Holy Cross (18-14), 6:50
pm
Stanford (19-9) vs Western Kentucky (283), 25 minutes following previous game
At ARCO Arena
Sacramento, Calif.
Wake Forest (20-12) vs Pepperdine (228). 142 p
Oregon (23-8) vs Montana (16-14). 25 minutes following previous game
At The United Center
Chicago
-Friday's Games
Florida (22-8) vs Creighton (22-8), 11 30
am
Illinois (24-8) vs San Diego State (21-11),
30 minutes following previous game
At American Airlines Center
Dallas
Mississippi State (26-7) vs McNeese State
(21-8). 655 pm
Texas (20-11) vs Boston College (20-11)
25 minutes following previous game
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Pit
Albuquerque, N.M.
Thursday's Games
Miami (24-7i vs Missouri (21-1i), 11:40
am
Ohio State (23-7) vs Davidson (21-9), 30
minutes following previous game
Gonzaga (29-3) vs Wyoming (21-8). 640
m•
Arizona (22-9) vs UC Santa Barbara (2010), 25 Minutes following previous game
At Mellon Arena
Pittsburgh
Friday's Games
Cincinnati (30-3) vs. Boston University (229). 640 p.m.
UCLA (19-11) vs. Mississippi (20-10), 25
minutes following previous game
At American Airlines Center
Dallas
Oklahoma t27-4i vs Illinois-Chicago t2013). 11 30 am
Xavier (25-5) vs Hawaii (27-5). 30 minutes
following previous game

Mal tennis sweeps Samford
Staff Report
.bles to beat Collins and Nunnaly 8-3 in the
Murray Ledger & Times
eight-game pro set, w hile Leeper and Cheryl
The Murray State women's tennis team picked Graham w on at No. 2 doubles over layroe
up its second straight shutout, tollow ing a 7- and Pharr 8-2 and Alonte and Steen k.oinbined
0 blanking of Western Kentucky on Sunday at No.
doubles to beat Crawford and Upp
with a 7-0 win cmer visiting Samford Tues- 8-4.
day at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
The Racers (6-4) host Ohio Valley ConferMelissa Spencer won at No. I singles over ence rival Southeast Missouri State- today at
Emily Nunnaly 7-5, 2-6, 6-4, while Kerry-Lea 2 p.m. in MSU's league-opener. Murray State
Glass won at No. 2 singles over Courtney then hosts Evansville on Thursday at- 2:30
Collins 6-3, 7-5 and Jaclyn Leeper won at p.m. before taking off on its Spring Break
No. 3 singles over Katherine Jayroe 6-Q, 6-0. trip to Hawaii.
Maria Alonte won at No. 4 singles over
Men's Tennis
Jen Pharr 6-3, 6-1, while Jennifer Ward won
Murray State swept through its doubles match.at No. 5 singles over Katie Crawford 6-0, 6- es to earn the doubles point, then won four
1, and Annette Steen won at No. 6 singles of its six singles matches to oust visiting Samover Kristen Upp 6-3, 6-2.
ford 5-2 Tuesday at the Bennie Purcell TenMurray State swept all three doubles match- nis Courts.
es to earn the doubles point.
Nikola Aracic won at No. 1 singles over
Glass and Spencer teamed at No. 1 dou- David Misner 6-2, 6-4, while Thiago Gondim
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IMPORTANT NEWS FOR
EMPLOYEES OF MATTEL
"MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR
RETIREMENT PLAN DISTRIBUTIONS"
March 19 & 21 — 5:45-7 p.m.
Dutch Egsenhaus, St. Rte. 121 N.
Meal Provided
You now face a critical dilemma regarding your retirement
plan money. The choices before you can be confusing, yet
they may be among the most important financial decisions
you will ever make. We invite you to be our guest at a free
informational workshop explaining your options.
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

KUDOS...Murray High senior center Paige Adlich was
named to the First Region All-Tournament Team Tuesday
at the Regional Special Events Center. Adlich led the
Lady Tigers to a 22-8 record by averaging a team-best
17.1 points and over 10 rebounds per game this season.

Ivy said: -Judging from the to replace Ivy was based on their
numerous and specific leaks to the desire to change athletic departpress ... it became completely evi- ment policies and not on Ivy's
dent that the committee's agenda job performance.
was simply to review my employAfter talking to friends and to
ment contract with the university his doctor, he said, he decided to
and come up with issues which, retire and not to sue. Ivy said in
only upon their face, might seem the statement he has had opento justify termination of my employ- heart surgery and two angioplasment contract for cause."
ty procedures in the past 10 years.
The university released docuIvy, whose contract paid him
ments this week that showed UK $192,500 this year, noted that if
President Lee Todd fired Ivy on he was fired he would have lost
March 4 after Ivy refused to quit. his health insurance and some other
DeMoisey said he advised Ivy benefits.
that he would likely be success"When it came" down to the
ful if he sued,the university "based bottom Jine, litigation would never
on my assessment of the situation restore the job that I have worked
described to me by the universi- all these years to obtain," Ivy said
ty's attorneys."
in the statement. In .essence, these
DeMoisey declined to be more circumstances forced me to choose
specific. But he said Ivy did noth- between my health and a peaceing that merited firing, and that ful retirement versus the contin-•
the committee's recommendation ued stress of litigation and the unfair

scrutiny by the press.Todd was out of town and
unavailable, said UK spokeswoman
Mary Margaret Colliver, who said
no one else at the university would
respond to Ivy's statement. She
referred to a statement Todd issued
Monday in which he said he would
no longer discuss "the issues that
led us to the review committee's
recommendations."
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Although this workshop is free, space is limited. Call today
to ensure your place at this valuable informational workshop.
-A G. Edwards and this workshop are not endorsed by or affiliated with Mattel
Trusted

Advice • Exceptional Service

2684 Olivet Church Road
Paducah, Kentucky
888/802/8084
www.agedwards.com

AGEdwards
A
NVESTMENTS SING- /887

Member SIPC • 2000 AG Edwards & Sons
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Snapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy Bill
Through March 15, 2002
FueledBy Excellence Since 1924

PUSH MOWERS

Clean Air Filter
All For Only
but I'm not surprised at all that
Check Firing
they were able to win their conCheck & Adjust Carburetor
ference (tournament)."
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
The Racers certainly match .up
New Spark Plug
with Georgia, if only in terms of
FREE pick-up & delivery
Grease & Lube where needed
size.
within 5 miles
Murray's tallest player — 6-8
center James Singleton — is at
least a physical equal to Thomas.
Along with Singleton, the Racers' front line includes 6-5 junior
Check Firing
All For Only
Antione Whelchel, 6-5 sophomore
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Cuthbert Victor and back-up forCheck Belts & Pulleys
ward Rod Thomas, who is 6-8
Sharpen Blade
and 254 pounds.
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
"We're about the same size,"
New Spark Plug
FREE pick-up & delivery
Harrick said. "Singleton is a goodCheck Battery
within 5 miles
Check Air Pressure
sized lad, and Victor plays a litCheck Air Filter
tle bigger than he is ... I think
their quickness has got them to
where they are."
The physical matchup between
the two clubs may be even, but
Change Oil & Filter it needed
Georgia has the advantage in depth
Grease & Lube
with MSU only deploying seven
All For Only
New Spark Plug
players because of injuries and
Check Battery
other factors.
Check Air Pressure
However. Harrick dismissed the
Clean Air Filter
Racers' lack of depth.
Sharpen Blade
"Depth is absolutely not a facFREE pick-up & delivery
Check Belts & Pulleys
tor," Harrick said. "I only played
within 5 miles
Check & Adjust Carburetor
six guys at UCLA and won a
Check Firing
championship ... It just comes
down to who plays the best bas- ( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs. )
ketball on Friday."
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• How to avoid the 20% mandatory withholding and keep
more of your retirement plan money working for you
• The implications of a lump sum payment versus a
yearly pension
• How to invest your distribution or pension to fight
inflation.
• Tax-saving strategies
• Solutions for using your distribution to create
financial security for you and your heirs
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BUSINESS & INDUSTRY
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won at No. 3 singles over Chuck Haddox 60, 6-4.
Alex Hoyem won at No. 4 singles over
Travis Johnson 6-3, 6-7 (10-6 in the supei
tiebreaker), while Zakaria Bahri won at No
singles over Colin Thompson 6-3, 6-0.
Freddy Sundsten lost at No. 2 singles lo
Raphael Bohli 6-3, 6-7 (10-6), while Mike
Schmidbauer fell at No. 6 singles to Joey
Jensen 6-3, 6-4.
Aracic and Sundsten teamed at No. 1 dou
bles to beat Bohli and Misner 8-4, while
Gondim and Hoyem combined at No. 2 doubles to beat Johnson and Thompson 8-4 and
Bahri and Schmidbauer teamed at No. 3 dou
bles to beat Haddox and Jensen 8-4.
Murray State (6-4) will face Eastern Kentucky in an Ohio Valley Conference match
Friday at 3 p.m. in Evansville, Ind. before
taking on host Evansville Saturday at 9 a.m

FREL INVESTMENT WORKSHOP

Ivy intended to sue after firing
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Former University of Kentucky athletics director Larry Ivy said he
had planned to sue the university for wrongful termination after
he received a letter that said he
had been fired.
But the 58-year-old said heart
problems convinced him to retire
instead.
"I took no action and committed no act that would have
lawfully allowed the University of
Kentucky to terminate my employment contract as athletic director," Ivy said in a statement released
on Tuesday by his Louisville attorney, Fox DeMoisey. "Being politically expendable or desiring to
change long-standing and appropriate practices does not equate
to misconduct."
. In the statement. Ivy said UK
officials led him to believe that
the five-member review committee was formed to examine athletic department policies and "for
the purpose of reviewing and dispelling the unfounded rumors concerning me and my family."
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REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
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705 Caldwell Street

Paducah

$7995

Chevron

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

We offer a full line
of quality Chevron
gasoline, fuel and
lubricants.

$9995

GOT SCORES?
CALL 753-1916

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St
Murray

cisa-V• 270-441-9009 or
888-422-8474, ext. 113
Our Team. . .
Fueled By Excellence Since 1924

Terry Collier
Matt Pierce
James Kaufman
Nick Kinsey

David Henderson
Joe Suitor
Blake Anderson
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Four tourists, employee kidnapped at Disney
ORLANDO, .Fla. (AP) — A
record store employee and four
tourists were kidnapped outside
Downtown Disney, robbed and
later freed unharmed in two separate incidents early Tuesday.
Investigators were trying to
determine if the two kidnappings
were carried out by the same men.
Downtown Disney is the nighttime
entertainment complex at Walt
Disney World that features discos,
restaurants and shops.
No arrests were made by
Tuesday afternoon.

-There are enough similarities
in these two situations — the way
they took place. the way they
unfolded, conversations among the
bad guys — that lead us to believe
that some of the same players are
involved," said Jim Solomons, a
spokesman for the Orange County
Sheriff's Office.
In the first incident, an employee of the Virgin Megastore store at
Downtown Disney was confronted
by a gunman in the parking lot
sometime before 1:30 a.m. The
man said that he was tied up at

gunpoint, forced into his car's
trunk and then driven around
Orlando. He said that he was also
forced to give up money, credit
cards and ATM cards, deputies
said.
The man was left abandoned in
the car at the Mission Club
Apartments on International Drive,
Orlando's busy tourist corridor. He
escaped by kicking out the back
seat of the car and crawling out the
front of the car, deputies said.
About an hour later, four tourists
were confronted by a gunman as

Project Graduation

they left Disney's Pleasure Island
complex at Downtown Disney. The
group was forced to get into a car
and drive the suspect to a convenience store in Orange County. At
the store, the suspect met three
other men.
The men then tied up the victims
and drove them around Orange
County until the car became stuck
in sand, deputies said.
The suspects abandoned the
vehicle and the tourists ran to a
nearby timeshare complex and
called for help.

Hit-and-run homeless man may have died within hours of accident
_ .
.
everything and determine exactly
what the time frame was," Paul said
Tuesday.
Authorities initially said Biggs
would have lived if he had received
medical attention. He had no inter-

FORT WORTH, Texas i.AP) — more than a day or so.- Peerwani
A homeless man who was struck by 4"said. "He couldn't have died instana car and lodged in the brolen taneously."
windshield likely. only lived for a
Chante J. Mallard, a 25-year-old
few hours afterward, the county nursing aide, told police she hit a
medical examiner said.
man along a Fort Worth highway on
Police had said Gregory Glenn Oct. 26, then ignored his cries for
Biggs. 37, probably died two or help as she drove home with him
three days after his head was stuck to .her car, according to an
trapped in the windshield during the affidavit.
hit-and-run accident.
Authorities say Mallard left
But Tarrant County's coroner, Biggs to die in her garage and her
Dr. Nizam Peerwani. said on friends later dumped his body in a
Tuesday that Biggs likely would park. Two men found Biggs' body
have died within hours, or possibly Oct. 27.
a day,.from blood loss after sufferPolice spokesman Duane Paul
ing a nearK amputafed---teg.---'said -another woman tipped officers
Peerwani said he will review police that she was at a party in midand crime lab reports to determine a February and overheard Mallard
more exact time of death.
discussing the accident and how it
"Based on preservation of the had taken Biggs days to die.
body. 1 would suggest it is not any
"We're trying to sort through

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.00%

nal.injurieN.
Mallard is charged with murder
and being held on $250,000 bail.
Her attorney, Mike Heiskell, did not
return telephone messages seeking
comment Tuesday.

Photo provided

BUSINESS HELP.. David Norsworthy, left, of Murray Supply Company presents a check to Calloway County High
School Seniors Brent Norsworthy and Sandra Thompson
for 2002 Project Graduation at CCHS, an all night celebration for the senior class. Donations may be made to
a senior or mailing them to the high school.
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Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00%.Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

•Serving The Commonwealth
For 27 Years
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STONE HONORED
Clint Stone. a senior at Calloway
County High School, was honored last week as the Student of the Week by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
and WNBS 1340 AM. Stone. the son of Kenny and Sandra Stone of Kirksey, is involved in FCLA, Pep Club,
church basketball, and is a student worker in the school's
front office. Shown with Stone (center) is Kathy Jo Stubblefield, a senior English teacher at CCHS (at left), and
James Hart, a representative of Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

Photos provided

KINGINS HONORED ... Zach Kingins, a senior at Murray
High School. was honored as this week's Student of the
Week, sponosred by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
and WNBS 1340 AM. Kingins, the son of Mike and Kolley Kingins, is involved in the marching and jazz bands,
Spanish Club. Spanish play and also works at Boulders.
Shown with Kingins (center) is MHS Assistant Principal
Teresa Speed and Clayton Burgess, respresenting Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
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Light the Way to a Cure!

Briggs & Stratton Days

Relay for Life
Luminaria Order Form

Final $999.99

Sale $159999

Save $300'
After $250' Savings and S50' Rebate

Save S350'

Save $500

18 HP Kohler Pro Engine
42" EZ3 Deck With Gauge Wheels
Cast Iron Front Axle
Model 27248 (Automatic Transmission)
Reg. S1949"
• Wide selection of optional attachments
available

23HP Kohler® Pro Garden Tractor
48" Vented Deck. Electric Clutch
Model 27501 (6 speed)
Reg. S2799.99
Model 27502 (Automatic Transmission
Reg. $3099.99
• Wide ,se)ection of optional attachments
available
Example' 3-bin bagger 24987 - $299
Spars low price

Sale $229999

ALL TRACTORS FULLY ASSEMBLED

Final $1199'

A TIMM

intisirT TO

ricers' ciuscsie
gieliotrignoiorlime

$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost their battle with cancer
or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Memorial luminarias are a symbol of
HOPE for future cancer patients. Survivor's luminarias are a symbol of HOPE for their today
and many' tomorrows. Each luminaria will be personalized with the name of the person being
remembered or honored. 1 he luminarias will line the track and be lit for the Luminaria
Ceremony at 9 p.m. on May 3rd. Join us for this special event!
DI In Honor of. or 0 In Memory of:
Name
Please Pnni liter

Your Name
Address
City/StatelZip

Daytime Phone

Total Donation Enclosed $
Total Number of Luminaria Bags
0 Cash 0 ('heck made payable to American Cancer Society

Name
Address

19.5 HP Briggs & Stratton" IC Twin
42" EZ3 Deck with 18" Turning Radius
Model 27181 (6 Speed)
Reg $1549' Sale $1249"
Model 27182(Automatic Transmission)
Reg. 51749" Sale 51499" Final 51399'
After S50 Main In Rebate

City/State/Zip
Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to

Relay for Life, P0 Box 1632, Murray, KY 42071
or return to any branch of either of the banks below.
For more information, contact Kathy Hodge(270)436-2424.
Call 270-753-6904 today to register for the Cancer Survivor Victory
Lap and be at the stadium between 5 and 6:45 p.m. to pick-up t-shirts
and relay materials. The Relay begins at 7 p.m

Owned & Operated by Opal Hart
912 S 12th St. • Murray
Bel-Air Center
Store Hours: Sun.12-5 • Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 270-753-2310

Luminarias Sponsored By:

Rebate and Sale Price
Good March 10-23, 2002
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Please use one form per person.

0 No acknowledgment necessary or
0 Send acknowledgment card to

Save $350'
After S300' Savings and $50'
Mail In Rebate

-The store won know is now
dos, to home"

RELAY

Relay for Life
Luminaria Ceremony
Fri., May 3, 2002 9 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium

Anniversary Sale

17HP Briggs'8 Stratton* IC OHV
42" EZ3 Deck
Model 27165(6 Speed)
Reg. S1299" Sale $1049"
Model 27166 (Automatic Transmission)
Reg. S1499" Sat. $1249" Final 51199"
After $50.00 Mail In Rebate
• Optional 2-bin Bagger 24979 $269 99
Sears low price
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Rainbow ranking designed to help people grasp threat
WASHINGTON (AP) - There
are red-flag warnings for fire danger in national forests and code
purple days in Dallas to signify bad
air quality. Hurricane warnings
once were announced by running
up two red flags with black squares
in the middle.
Now, the federal government is
giving Americans a color-coded
guide to the terrorist threats around
them. Under the five-level system
announced Tuesday, the risks can
range from green (low) to red
(severe), with blue, yellow and
orange layers in between.
At present, the whole nation is
under a midlevel yellow alert — for
"significant risk of terrorist
attacks." But in the future, the
national threat level could be multicolored, with different tints for various regions of the country or sectors of the economy.
The Office of Homeland
Security says the color-coded system is designed to give Americans
a tangible way to understand graduated levels of risk. Homeland
Security Director Tom Ridge calls
it a "vocabulary" that Americans
will be comfortable with.
Already, there are color-coded
guideposts throughout government
and around the country — featuring
a variety of palettes.

The Environmental Protection
Agency has an air quality index
that runs from green for good conditions through yellow, orange, red
and purple to maroon, for the most
hazardous conditions.
The National Weather Service
uses "red flag warnings" to define
dangerous fire conditions in national forests. In 1988, it retired the use
of two red flags with black squares
to warn of hurricanes, preferring to
rely on more modern communication methods to get the word out.
In metropolitan Washington, the
worst ozone days are designated
Code Red, in the Dallas-Fort Worth
region, the worst category is purple.
Such a jumbled rainbow of rankings notwithstanding, many community leaders voiced support for
the new system as a good step to
help Americans better understand
federal alerts that in the past six
months have been so vague they
left people confused about how to
respond.
"If somebody isn't paying close
enough attention when somebody
says Code Red terrorism alert and
they confuse it with an ozone alert,
then we've got bigger problems
than just terrorists," said Jim Pasco,
executive director of the national
Fraternal Order of Police.
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Helping Hand

Photo provided

FRATERNITY HELPS...P1 Kappa Alpha fraternity at Murray
State University, as a community service project, helped
host a fish fry at St. Leo Catholic Church on March 1. Shown
here is Aaron Hooks of St. Louis, Mo., fraternity member,
helping serve beverages and desserts.

JOE MARQUETTE/AP Photo

COLOR CODED ... Homeland Security Director Tom Ridge
unveils a color-coded terrorism warning system Tuesday,
March 12, 2002, in Washington. Ridge said the the nation is on
yellow alert. The five-level system is a response to public complaints that broad terror alerts issued by the government since
the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks raised alarm without providing useful guidance.

Flight school receives visa
approval for terrorists
MIAMI (AP) —
When request in July 2001 and Alenvelopes of routine government Shehhi's request the following
paperwork arrived at Huffman month, Bergeron said.
Aviation school, the names on the
"The important thing to recogforms immediately stuck out: nize is the decisions to change
Mohamed Atta and Marwan Al- their status were made ... before
Shehhi.
Sept. 11, and at the time there was
Those men are believed to have no information made available to
been two of the hijackers of the INS regarding these people and
two jetliners that slammed into the their link to terrorism," Bergeron
World Trade Center in New York said.
on Sept. 11, killing almost 3,000
But Rep. John Conyers, the top
people.
Democrat on the House Judiciary
The paperwork--that--arrived-in—Commiuee, said .the notification
the mail on Monday — the six- was a sign of the Bush administramonth anniversary of the attacks tion's "misguided focus in pursuit
— contained both men's student of homeland security."
visa approval forms from the
"I am astonished that while the
Immigration and Naturalization INS is fixated on detaining and
Service,
rounding up countless ArabRuss Bergeron, an immigration Americans without any justificaagency spokesman, attributed the tion, it has failed to take basic
embarrassing delay to a backlog of steps to ensure that visas are not
documents at a federal paperwork issued to known terrorists," said
processing center in London, Ky.
Conyers, D-Mich.
He described the paperwork as
Atta and Al-Shehhi were
"backup notification." He said the cleared to stay in the United States
INS had already notified the men until Oct. 1, 2001, according to the
and the school last summer about forms, which were provided to The
the approvals.
Associated Press by Rudi Dekkers,
Atta and Al-Shehhi trained at owner and president of the flight
Huffman in Venice, Fla., in 2000 school.
and early 2001, and were aboard
"When they hit the buildings
the separate flights that struck the they were approved to be here,"
trade center towers.
Dekkers said.
The two initially entered the
U.S. authorities believe Atta,
United States on visitor's visas but 33, was aboard American Airlines
applied for M-1 student visas, Flight 11, which struck the north
given to immigrants attending tower of the trade center, and that
technical schools in the United Al-Shehhi, 23, was aboard United
States. Foreign students are gener- Airlines Flight 175, Which struck
ally allowed to study in the United the south tower 17 minutes later.
States as long as they apply for stuDekkers said Atta and Aldent visas, said Russ Bergeron, a Shehhi completed the paperwork
spokesman for the immigration on Aug. 29, 2000, just before they
service,
began their six-month flight
The INS approved Atta's instruction program at the School

+
American Red Cross

Calloway County Chapter
March is Red Cross Month
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1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Food Market
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We Do Custom Bar-B-61 Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Country Style
Spare

$219

E 'Tip

Steak

$239

I Lb

41

LL

Frying Chicken

\tt)

Leg Quarters
10 Lb. Bag

Duncan Hines
15-16 oz

Porom:L.- 24 oz

Frostings
2/$300

Kosher Specrs

2/s3oo

Country Fresh

Duncan Hines

Fat Free Milk
$ 79

Cake Mix
8.25 oz

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat. Free Coke

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite, Cat. Free Coke

96 East Main Street • 753-5606

2P1 59

if

Wesson Oil

Bath Tissue
$ 99

5 oz

10.7 oz.

L.')Aen s Best
BBQ

Coke, Diet Coke,

2P 1 °°

Sprite

Amish
Farmer's

Basked Horn Chicken Cheese
$399
9 $A89

$21.

Lb

Aar

Amish
Baby Swiss

Owen's Best
Storemade

Corned Beef Cheese Chicken Salad
$399

$489

$289

$

99

1/2 Liter 6 Pk

AmArcoacrsurcAm }-

}-

ACPIE'L.Iv

1 Lb. 1/4 Sticks 48
'

Margarine

1/2 gal $ 1 09

Tomato Puree

Sara Lee

3/$ 1 00

Vienna Sausage

Hunt's Tomato Sauce 15 oz or

Owens Best
Boneless Pit

$A00

64 02 2/

Kleenex Cotfonelle

$2"

Red Ripe
Slicing

3 Lb. Bag
Red Delicious

3L.Bag
Yellow

Tomatoes

Apples

Onions

79

99' 79'

Red c''Ark
See:

Golder Ripe

Large Stalk
California

Bananas

Celery

Gropes

efp

Orange Juice

Libby Potted Meat 3 oz. or
12 pk.

4

Minute Maid

Blue Bonnet Reg & Light

2% Milk

&(

39_b

Assorted Variety

Prairie Farms
411°

C

00
\.. 48 oz. 2/$3

11

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

ccess

ey

Sirloin Tip Roast
Ribs
$ 1 59

('On most cars & trucks)

Are you individually insured? Do you ha\ c a high-cost
medical condition? Do you need coverage? Now there's an
affordable alternative, Kentucky Access.
For complete details on eligibility, rates and benefits,
visit us at www.kentuckyaccess.com
r—
or call us toll-free at 1.866.405.6145.

Deli Hot Line
753-7611

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

U.S. Choice Boneless

514.95*

Kentucky Ac

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

900ee 7004e — 71,00t goad 7affeA,

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

a
ve to
health i
I'm insured
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Fishing on tap for
artificial heart
patient Christerson
By DYLAN T. LOVAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Tom
Christerson has lived with a selfcontained artificial heart for six
months, but he's more excited about
another date further down the road.
"I hope when this is over, I can
go home and get back to fishing,"
Christerson said Tuesday, in his first
public comments since his Sept. 13
surgery.
Doctors say Christerson, the
longest-living recipient of the
AbioCor heart, could be casting his
line at home in western Kentucky in
four or five weeks if his recovery
continues to go well.
On Tuesday, the 70-year-old
walked unassisted into a room at
Jewish Hospital and spoke with
reporters for about 20 minutes.
He was asked if he considered
himself a hero.
"I don't think I'm a hero; I just
to live," he said. One of his
want
•
•e
surgeons, Dr. Robeft DOWling,
• •1
replied,"We think you're a hero."
•
111
•• •
"You are, too," Christerson said.
Christerson is one of six recipients of the titanium-and-plastic
DANIEL HULSHIZER/AP Photo
the World Trade device, but one of only two still livLIGHTING UP THE SKY...Two beams of light light up the sky above Manhattan from near the site of
every evening till ing. The other is James Quinn, 51,
Center towers in New York Monday. The two light beams are a temporary memorial that will light up
who received his AbioCor heart in
foreground.
April 13. The Empire State Building is at left and the Statue of Liberty can be seen at right
Philadelphia in November.
The first recipient of the AbioCor
heart, Robert Tools; 59, died Nov. 30
after almost five months with the

Firefighter, civilian remains found

NEW YORK (AP) — The remains of 11 firefighters and two civilians were pulled from the
World Trade Center rubble Tuesday as workers
continued in the last stages of the recovery effort,
said a fire department spokesman.
As of last week, 148 firefighters' bodies had
been found and positively identified through
DNA testing — fewer than half of the 343 who
were killed in the Sept. 11 attacks, said
spokesman Pat Cleary.
The remains removed Tuesday were found in a
six-story heap of debris where the south tower
once stood, Cleary said. They will undergo DNA
testing to confirm their identities, said David
Billig, another fire department spokesman.
About 100 firefighters lined up to salute as the
remains, carried on stretchers draped in American
flags, were carried to an ambulance.

Just one day earlier, hundreds of firefighters
had gathered for the funeral of Richard Allen, 31,
who had only four months on the job at Ladder
Co. 15, based in lower Manhattan's South Street
Seaport area.
"He was very energetic," said fire Chief Butch
Brandes, who knew Allen from when they were
lifeguards together at Jacob Riis Park."He called
me up,the Friday night before 9-11. He was complaining that it wasn't that busy. I told him all it
takes is one."
Firefighters came from as far away as Chicago
and Maryland for Allen's funeral, where they
stood eight deep in two-block-long lines in 35degree weather.
On Sunday, the crew dug out a battered fire
engine belonging to Engine Co. 55, which lost
five firefighters when the towers collapsed.

One of them has not yet been found.
"That was the rig the guys went there in," said
firefighter John Olivero. "That was their last
ride."
Olivero said findinethe engine "starts to bring
closure to it. But we've still got one of our guys
down there."
Before the demolished truck was taken away,
firefighters tookCiff one of its doors and added it
to a memorial near the front of Engine Co. 55's
firehouse in Little Italy, not far from ground zero.
Recovery crews have been finding more
human remains as they dig into the last mound of
debris at the World Trade Center site.
The top of the six-story heap is at ground level;
the bottom is at what used to be the lowest basement level of the south tower. The recovery and
cleanup effort is expected to be finished by June.

grapefruit- sice
device whirring in
his chest.
Christerson said
Tuesday that hearing about Tools'
death didn't make
him regret his surChristerson
gery.
Christerson has
only had small setbacks. He had a
fever of 107 degrees in November
after a negative reaction to medication. And his other surgeon, Dr..Laman Gray, said doctors removed a
breathing tube from his throat only
four to six weeks ago.
Still, Christerson has been able to
take trips to a local mall, a restaurant
on the Ohio River and a boat show.
He made an appearance March 2 at a
University of Louisville basketball
game.
Close friends said Christerson's
strong will has helped in his recovery.
"He is a very strong person; he's
also very patient," said Christerson's
pastor, the Rev. Bob Lowery.
Ronnie Beane said he and
Christerson used to enjoy taking
trips to riverboat casinos to do some
casual gambling. Beane said his
friend made the right bet when he
decided to undergo the AbioCor surgery.
"He just felt like the odds were
that he needed to do this," he said.

Bush welcomes 7 NCAA champs; UK
cheerleaders among those
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush expanded his wardrobe of
sports jerseys Tuesday as he welcomed seven NCAA champion teams to
the White House.
The sports fan in chief once regularly was host to all kinds of winning
teams at the White House. But the terrorist attacks and the war on terror
set his schedule back, so Bush brought the backlog in en masse Tuesday.
They included the University of North Carolina men's soccer team, the
University of Kentucky cheerleaders, the University of Miami football
and baseball teams, the University of Arizona women's softball team, the
Santa Clara University women's soccer team and the Stanford University
women's volleyball team.
"We have never had so many champions inside a room in the White
House history," Bush said. The event had the air of a college arena on
game day, with a brass band blaring fight songs just outside the East
Room event. Bush posed for photos after his remarks with the team captains, who presented him with six jerseys and a bullhorn.
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IMAGINE A TIME WHEN MAJOR SURGERY COULD BE PERFORMED WITH TINY INCISIONS
AND SURGEONS WOULD BE ASSISTED BY VOICE-CONTRaLLED ROBOTS.

THAT 1:IME IS NOW. Surgeries that oricx
required major incisions and lengthy hospitalizations
have been virtually eliminated by surgical procedures
now available at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

INTE
s/b/m

Removing è portion of the colon once required eight
to ten-inch incisions. Now it can be accomplished with
just a few half-inch incisions.
And patients experiencing stress-related incontinence

V
\sKErIit
G
.'IT
COMi
ccou

can now receive corrective surgery on an outpatient
basis and expect to recover within a couple of days.
Previously, correcting this problem required painful
surgery and a recovery time of up to six weeks.
Adding a futuristic touch to our capabilities is AESOP.
the world's first controlled mbotic surgery assistant. Following
speech commands, AESOP enables a surgeon to maneuver
and position a laparoscope with pinpoint precision.
At Murray-Calloway County Hospital, we have the
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technology and the skills to bring you some of the most

19
th

advanced medical procedures in the area. Because we don't
4,

believe in waiting for the future to bring you healthcare
that's ahead of its time.
As far as we're concerned, the future is now.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking hoilthure new places.
803 POPLAR S1T7F F T

•

M UR RAY, KENTUCKY • (270) 782-1100

www.murrayhospital.org
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Classifieds
ADJUSTMENTS

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

010

010

010

Legals

Legals

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Properly
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

060

Legals

Notice

Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.0I-CI-00306
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Fn. 11 a.m.
Fn. 11 a.m.
Mon 3 p.m.
Toes 3 p.m.
Wed . 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
DISPLAY ADS
$7.00 Column Inch, 60' Discount 2nd Run,
40ei Discount 3rd Run.
,All 3 Ads Must Run It,this 6 Du) Perttki
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
LANE ADS

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper iTues. Claudio& go into Shopping Guide I $2.50 curs for blind box ad,

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Amanda at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
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WELLS FARGO HOME MORTGAGE,INC.
d/k/a NORWEST MORTGAGE,INC.,
VS.,

PLAINTIFF

68 - 1 ,2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Opening for the Season
Friday, March 15th

NOTICE OF SALE

RICKY K. MILLER,
a/k/a RICKY KEVIN MILLER,
LISA CAROL MILL,ER,

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy.

DEFENDANT.

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 11,2002, in the above cause,I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway.
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
March 18, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
That certain real property located at 7763 State Route 121 North
in Calloway County, Kentucky and being more particularly
described as follows:
A 1.209 acre tract as shown on Plat of Survey for Ronald Hillison
recorded February 10, 1995, in Plat Book 18, Page 30 (Slide
1642).
Being in all respects the same property (with new survey ) conveyed to Ricky K. Miller, and wife, Lisa Carol Miller, by deed
from Ronald W. Hillison and wife, Carole L. (a.k.a. Carol L.)
Miller dated January 27, 1995,of record in.Deed Book 211, Page
333,in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office-.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days wit 1
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a ere( I
it of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third (1;
.of the purchase price on the date of the sale, and to execute bond will
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remain&
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid.
and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2002
ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 18th day of February, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway. Circuit Court

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4-9 p.m.
Sunday 12-8 p.m.
Closed Wed.

354-6521

INTEGRA BANK, N.A.
s/b/m/t TRIGG COUNTY FARMERS BANK,
VS.,

*Caps •Jackets
*Shirts •Warmups
•Diecast *License Plates
*Coffee Cups
AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE!

KEITH M. BURCHETT,
VIRGINIA M. BURCHETT,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

DEFEND/5L\

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 8, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday.
March 18, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lots 84 and 85 in Crawford's Landing, located in Calloway
County, Kentucky as shown by plat of record in Plat Book 15.
Page 101, Slide 1406, Calloway County Clerk's Office.
This property is subject to all restrictions, covenants, and conditions as recorded on the aforesaid plat.
Being the same property conveyed to Keith M. Burchett and
Virginia M. Burchett, husband and wife, by deed dated April 22.
1994, and recorded in Deed Book 202, Page 379, in the office of
the Clerk aforesaid.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit ten percent
(10%)of the purchase price on the date of the sale, and to execute bond
with,good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2002
ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 18th day of February, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DIRECTOR OF
RESPIRATORY CARE

EXPERIENCED SERVICE
TECHNICIAN

EASLEY
cosilausfilis

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
Family Haircare Salon would like to
welcome back our

Betty Kay & Michael
Dick
Rodger Mathis
Proud Parents of

Jacob Prentice
Tklathis

BLE SCOREBOARDS is

Coming S@@N!!

TERMITE
TECHNICIAN

Neu Distributorships will
he as Able in this area
Join the Rest USA Teal,
in the log home industr
. To Lam More Contact:
Peggy 1-866-285-9977
or ,end your e-mail to
contactpeggy@excite.com
Jim Barns Log Systems

Apply in

our drivers and we are
the best at what we do.

SERVALL

866-524-3668 ext. 516

1604 Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-6433

www.gainecorp.com
**************

PHOTOGRAPH)"
LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001.
060
Help Wanted

SA

CATTLE
FE
STEAKS - RIBS - SPIRITS
Kuttawa, KY

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS
Looking for experienced cooks, grill cooks,
and expeditqrs. Also experienced servers
and server assistants.
Please apply in person.
Hwy. 62, Exit 40 off 1-24
between the hours of 9-5, Monday-Friday.

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED
Successful applicant will need to be
able to control labor cost, food cost.
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experience and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonic
of Murray, 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calls please.

Full-time RN or LPN 7pm7am Competitive salary
based on experience Excellent working conditions.
Apply in person at

Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane, Mayfield,
KY 42066
Mon-Fri. 8-5
247-7890

Lost and Found
FOUND. Brown, male dog
with white front paws,
50Ibs. found in South West
Villa. taken to Westside
Vet 753-6749
FOUND: Young Female
Dachshund on Old Newburg Road, Sunday, March
10th. 436-2424.
LOST: One karat diamond
ring, w/baggets on either
side. Family Heirloom, lost
in Wal-Mart 3/8/02. Call
759-8300

ARE you available after
3:00 p.m. weekdays and
some Saturday mornings?
If so, our growing medical
office is the place for you.
Excellent computer and
communication skills are
required for this part-time
job of 20-30 hours per
week. Send resume to P.O
Box 1040-E. Murray, KY
42071
EAST Y Grocery Now accepting applications for
Full/ Part-time positions.
Please Apply in Person.

free: 1-800-242-7364

NURSES AIDE
Preferred experience
but will train
someone who would
enjoy working with
the elderly. Pleasant
atmosphere. good
working conditions.
Apply in person
Fern Terrace lAxlge
1505 Stadium Vice Drixe
Murray. K1

DO YOU NEED HELP FINDING A JOB???
The US Forest Service, Land Between The LakesNRA, is currently accepting applications for the
Senior Community Service Employment Program
(SCSEP).
The SCSEP is a training-development program to

help Seniors be ready for the workplace. You must
be at least 55 years of age and meei certain income
guidelines.
Please contact Ardi Weber at (270)924-2054 or
e-mail amweberqfs.led.us for application packet.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

IMMEDIATE OPENING
Available for pan-time RN. LPN or Certified
Medical Assistant(CMA)for busy physician's
Office. Please brine or send resume by:

Primary 12
MEDICAL CENTER

CERTIFIED X-RAY
TECHNICIAN NEEDED
Certified X-Ray Technician needed for
busy physician's office. Experience necessary. Competitive Salary and Benefit
Package offered. Send or bring resume by

Primary
MI*Pacrice•InternaiAltdidge•Palings

300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

Rotary Amax•OvirmalMaar•Adhents

300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

INDUSTRIAL NURSE
Local area manufacturer has immediate opening for Industrial Nurse in
its Safety and First Aid area. Prefer
candidate with BS/RN degree, ability to work independently with
hands-on experience in industrial
setting. Requires documentation
skills and computer literacy. Send
resume in confidence to:

Personnel Manager
Emerson Tool Company
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

S1,000 SIGN-ON BONUS

BIBLE 1
MESSAGE
759.5177

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
No experience needed
First year drivers with
Werner earn $700+ per
week plus great benefits.
Training is now available
in your area! Get your career in gear. Call today toll

DAYS INN Now Hiring for
front desk. Apply in person. Hwy 641 S.

MEDICAL CENTER
WEDDING

ary based upon experi_ence. Please mail, fax, or
e-mail resume and -salary
requirements to: Hutson's
Ag Equipment, 1201 Fulton Road, Hwy 45 South,
Mayfield, KY 42066. Fax#
270-247-5990,
e-mail:
cLgrenda(4) hutsonag.com
Subject: Service Technician

Equal Opportunity Employer

Seminars
March 21-22-23

Henry County Medical
Full time with benefit packCenter is seeking a Direc- age. Experience in farm
tor of Respiratory Care to machinery maintenance
lead and manage a dyand repair preferred. Must
namic and growing depart- have
troubleshooting
ment. Must be registered "Skills, with electrical and
by the National Board of
hydraulics a plus. Must furRespiratory Care & linish own tools, but tool alcensed in Tennessee.
lowance will be given after
Minimum of 2 years expe- probationary 'period. Sal-

a solid, growing manufac- rience required, manageturer that offers competiment experience prefertive wages and benefits. red. Excellent benefits and
Please apply at: 106 Max
salary. Interested candiHurt Drive, Murray, KY dates should send resume
42071 or send resume
or apply in person.
ATTN: Human Resources
Henry County Medical
Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

We provide the best tor

.95732:7
SOO N. 4TH ST.• MURRAY (Next to BeaslreiSat. & Mt.)
Hours: 9 a.m..5 p.m. Mon.-Sut.

To everyone who
assumed it was our
Jacob arrested
then told things
that were not true,
shame on you!
To everyone who
cared enough
about us to ASK
first - thank you!

scoreboards. The successful applicant will have
a strong background in
electronics; possess good
communication and organizational skills. SPORTA-

person

506 Suite C N. 12th St.(located behind Sub‘k
Olympic Plaza. Murray •753-0542

NOTICE OF SALE

DO you have a background in electronics?
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS Is accepting applications for a SERVICE
TECHNICIAN to repair

TRANSPORTATION
\
SERVICES, INC.

>c
,Family Haircare •=:)<

PLAINTIF

BRASS LANTERN
RESTAURANT
IN AURORA, KY PARTTIME EVENING EMPLOYMENT FOR SALAD BAR
PERSON, SERVERS,
BUS PERSONS AND
KITCHEN WORKERS
CALL CAROL AT 4742773 FOR AN
APPOINTMENT

GAINEY

She will he available on
Tuesdays & Thursdays only.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00387

Kelp Wanted

SOLOS & TEAMS

I!
arid
Headquarters

060
Help Wanted

Drive for one of the
Industry's Great Success
Stories

Your

060
Help Wanted

BE Your Own Boss and
work your own hours.
Sound too good? Just Get
the Facts! Call Me. 1-800745-4418
*** ***********

Renee Howard
COMMISSIONER'S SALE

060
Help Wanted

E.O.E.

McDonald's
• IL
NOW hiring Managers for
Western KY restaurants.
We Offer:
'Flexible Hours
*Paid Vacations
*Tuition Aid Program
*Health Insurance
*Many Opportunities
for advancement
Starting up to $400 per week.
Apply in person at any location
or send resume to:
P.O. Box 7809,
Paducah,KY 42002

CERTIFIED LAB
TECHNICIAN NEEDED
Certified Lab Technician needed for busy
physician's office. Experience necessary. Must
have knowledge of CLIA regulations.
Competitive Salary and Benefit Package
,ttered Send or bring resume by:

Primary
MEDICAL CENTER
AmpPres&•Norm/Maths*MOM

8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

300 south
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Help Vitiated

$8,11041 slt.NINt •
BONI. S
immediate Openings
Aviation Mec
Electronics
Law Enforcement and more
College Tuition
Assistance Available
No experience required.
Get paid while you train
Call
1-800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard

We helped 30.000
Truckers get their COL!
Learn to drive in 2 weeks!
No experiences needed!.
Earn $600- $800: week
All expenses covered,
Tuition Reimbursement'
1-800-995-5832

TACO JOHN'S
BEST PAY
IN TOWN
Hiring: One Shift
Mgr. & Part-time
Day Shift
•Fureil environment
*Health/Dental available
•We promote from ithin
Apply hetv‘een
2-4 p.m. at
Murray store.
No phone calls
please. EOE

EXPERIENCED TRUCK
DRIVER
Full time with benefit package. Must meet DOT qualifications & certification &
possess a Class A CDL.
Experience in oversize
loads a must. Ability to operate agricultural machinery a plus. MVR & drug
screen required. Please
mail, fax. or e-mail resume
and salary requirements to
. Hutson's Ag Equipment.
1201 Fulton Road. Hwy.
45 South, Mayfield, KY
42066. Fax# 270-2475990.
email:dgrenda iel?hutsonag.c
om, Subject, Truck Driver
FULL & Part time positions
available Apply in person
at Subway
HELP Wanted
Outside Sales Rep
Inside Sales
Very good paid plan
Call 767-9080 or
Fax 767-9080

Gel cold cosh
making Our hol subs.

530

i

llamsaleFerReat ,

Part Time Housekeepers
needed for resort facilities
Must have car and be detail oriented Call Susan at
436-2345
PART-TIME position available for a Registered Medical Assistant or LPN Also
interested in hiring a Nurse
Practitioner
To apply,
Send resume, including
references and Medical License number to Asthma
and Allergy Clinic, 2957
U S Hwy 641 North. Murray, KY 42071 You may
also fax to your information to 270-759-1215
PATROL OFFICER Fulltime, benefits with KERS
- hazardous duty retirement
coverage
High school
graduate or equivalent,
two years law enforcement
or related experience required Experience may be
exchanged with college
education Must meet all
KLEC
Pre-Selection
Standards. If not state certified. must attend police
academy
May require
shift work Starting salary
range $902 to $1152
hourly, dependent on certificationrexpenence. Request application at 7622147 or apply at Human
Resources. Murray State
University, - 404 Sparks
Hall. Murray. KY 42071
3312 Women/ minorities
encouraged
apply.
to
EEO, M/F,D, AA employer.

WANTED riding mowers
that need work 436-2867
150
Articles
For Sale
1999 25 horse craftsman
B & S Motor, 48 inch cut
436-5277

1997 Fleetwood 16x80
3br. 2 bath, 2 decks
washer/ dryer, electric
pole $16,000 270-3549511
77 65ft mobile home on
Hwy 121 N Must sell
$1200 OBO Must be able
to move off lot Wood panels inside Call (501) 7783378 eve (Scott)
97 Franklin 28x68 & lot
Call after 5pm or leave
message 753-2452
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 20 yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois. Call Herbert Miller
Owner. 437-3939.

182 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR Apartment, available
Dec 1st Close to campus
No pets 753-5980
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
.
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4116
apt
furnished
1BR
$225/rno. $100 deposit No
pets. 121 N. next to Fairgrounds. 753-3139.
NEWLY decorated 1br
Apt. Free standing. 411
1/2 S. 8th St $220 per
month plus $300 security
deposit. 474-2520.
Nice 2 bedroom, unfurnished apartment. near
shopping center & bank.
NO PETS Deposit and
rent $375 Call 753-2967
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

BIRDFEEDERS and houses Also bat & butterfly
boxes, squirrel feeders.
ect Very high quality western cedar 206 E. Poplar,
one block east of 41h &
Poplar Can't miss the
place,
----EXECUTIVE office furniture. Seating for Lobby.
Watling Room, or custom- 1983 14x70 2Br. 1 bath
er lounge EXCELLENT appliances Must move
COND, Less Than Half $7,200 OBO 354-8875
Price, Please Call 731280
642-8227
Mobile Homes For Rent
FREE
Dish Network Satellite sys2BR. 1 bath. central gas
tem, installed free Top 50
heal with appliances City
programming for only
water 3 miles from town
$22 99 per month Call for
$300 per month. 753more information. Beasley
7668 Days. 753-4919
Antenna & Satellite at
Nights.
877-455-0901
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
OFFICE Building for rent
759-8400
or lease, 4,500 s.f under
for
5.000
Movies
OVER
roof. 753-9562
sale Some as low as 50
cents each 753-7670
SOFA and love seat. 2 Lazy Boy recliners, table,
Southside Manor Apts.
side by side refrigerator, 1 Bedroom - Eftiency
1. 2 & 3br. apts.
drop in range, desk car- Washer&Dryer No Pets,
Section 8 housing
pet. ect Phone 753-1587
starting at $200/month
753-8221
STORAGE Buildings built 767-9037
EHO
on site Lowest price in
area. Call 437-4877
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice

INK)

0,04,1.17

BUYING OR
SELLING HOME
FURNISHINGS

WE CAN HELP!

Consignee
will receive

753-3853

"•fr

Inferesfea in a new job2
Joke a look of Qui.znoi.
You'll see what makes our
oven toasted subs so
papularl.1flanf to find our
more? Give us a call.
Flexible schedules
- No Grease

Quizno's.
gm SUBS
Contact Store Slanager
at 270-247-4934

JOIN Our Winning Tearno!
(Murray KY Area)
(Part-Time/Seasonal)
Large greenhouse nursery
operation seeks energetic,
self motivated individuals
to Merchandise our products in large retail outlets
If an outdoor environment
flexible hours, great pay
with incentives interest
you. fax resume to
(866-451-0405)
MANAGEMENT TEAM
2 person team to manage
mini storage facility,
Clarksville. TN Apt furnished Permanent positron Send resume to P 0
Box 9056. Evansville, IN
47724
OTR & REGIONAL
DRIVERS NEEDED!!
OTR Avg 3,2003.500 mpw
Regional Avg 2.800+mpw
Call 800-367-2640
PAGLIAI'S Family Restaurant, Now Hiring. Full &
Part-time cooks, pizza
makers. servers & cashiers Apply in person 970
Chesnut St
Between
9am-11am or 2pm-5pm
No Phone Calls Please'

RABBITS For Sale
New Zealand Whites, also
Breeding stock
Lops
pets, and meat Will dress
753-8101
Public Sale
FOR
Real Estate and
Personal Contents
Auction
Call
270-753-5086
or
270-527-2931

MURRAY LAWN
& LANDSCAPE

MOVING
SALE

GARAGE
SALE
1527 Boggess Dr.

•Lawn Mowing • Tnmnung
• Mulching • fertiliiing
ow 759-4762
Fri Openings Available

55 Gibbs
Store Rd.
Sat., March 16
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
March 15 & 16
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
7 a.m. till ?
Quality Workmanship
Some
furniture,
Kids clothes, toys,
Licensed
toys, clothing,
753-7860. 753-1194
pocket knives,
misc. Everything
AFFORDABLE Electric
desk, etc
must go.
Commercial,
'Residential,
*Remodel
600
-Free Estimates
HALEY Professional
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Trucks
"Quality don't cost it pays"
Appraising
Dave Myers 759-2488
270-759-4218
Bronto
4x4
2
E
89
B
98 Jeep Grand Cherokee,
-For What It's Worth"
AHART & Culver
Limited 5 9, 4x4. loaded, High mileage Good condiSeptic Installation
$2,200
759-4452
tion
all leather, all power.
Also top soil and gravel
42,xxx miles, garage kept, 77 GMC Tandem axle 437-4838
or (270)559$22.000 080 767-0731 or truck, no bed, good cond 4986
LOT for sale - approx 160 847-92-6138
$2,500 489-2477
ALL Carpentry Service
x 126 ft Water and gas
From Foundation to
available Gibbs Store Rd
Used Can
Finish
Campers
$8,000 753-9673
18Yrs experience
LOTS for sale Starting at 1988
Lincoln Town Car 81 Coachmen 32ft Moto
New Construction.
$11.000 Price includes Good condition,
Remodeling. Repairs.
loaded
home, Class A $8,995
water, septic & driveway
$1,500 489-2997
Concrete Work
753-4738
Also land home packages
AGC Certified
1999 Grand Prix, GT.
270-437-4838
435-4272
75,xxx miles. PW, PL,
& Motors
ALL Carpentry,
power seats, leather. CD
For Siii•
Electrical.
player, 3.8 V-6, $10.900 18 ft Pro craft fish/ski, lots
New Const. Home & MoOBQ 753-5953 --of extras, garage kept
FARM For Sale: 64 Acres
bile Home repair, Termite
93 Ford Econoline Van 489-2296
Located in West TN. Roll& Water Damage, Re$3,500, 78 Chevy Nova
1997 Regal Express Cruis- placement
ing wooded hills with sevWindows Vinyl
Estate Vehicles 759-0020
er 42ft , 216 hrs Motivated Siding, Painting,
eral home sites. Farm
Decks
I Buy Cars 752-0160
seeker Call 931-358-0675 Call Larry Nimmo.
loaded with deer and other
753-9372, 753-0353.
wildlife. Serious Inquires
Only For Information call:
AUTO Cleaning Wash,
270-753-7600
Wax, interior cleaning.
Can pick up & deliver.
Very affordable. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call Mitch
@ 489-6283
2 bedrooms, 1 bath in Al
B&D Lawn Service
mo. Great starter home o
Taking new lawns, Now
rental property. $27,000
Schedule early for the best
759-9189
rates Also Mulching. tree
Late Model & New Cars
removal, Junk hauling, and
3 bedroom, brick, in Hazel,
other miscellaneous lobs
cute starter home eillarge
Programs Available
Call 767-9187 519-2135
yard 436-2370
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
3 Br, 1 1+2 bath. w/centrali
Call Now - Drive Today
ROY HILL.
Air/ Gas heat. Appliances
OR
Septic system, gravel,
included. w/out bldg at
white rock
$50.000 Call after 5pm
Apply on online autocreditmax.com
435-4492 or 759-9705
436-2113
24 Hours
5 bedroom home. 2 bath.
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
brick, bonus room in Lynn
Auto CreditMax - Murray
*Paint 'Lawn •Mulch
Grove. Reasonably priced
(across from Toyota of Murray)
'Shrubs
& lots of extras 436-2370
•Bushhog
(270)436-5277
BEAUTIFUL Executive
CARPORTS Starting at
condo- 3/2/01. Furnished
Vans
$675. installed. Roy Hill
or unfurnished, $94.000,
might consider lease
15 Passenger Ford Club 1-A REMODELING. Home (270)436-2113
$600/month. No Pets
Wagon, front & rear heal mprovements. Custom tile FUTRELL'S Tree Service
753-1150
and air. Absolutely spot
work, Interior decorating. Trimming, removal. stump
BRICK home. 3 bedless cond. $7,995. (Grea Painting. We Do It All, Ref- grinding, firewood. Insurfor Church Van!) 435-4632 erences Available Call ed. 489-2839.
rooms,
or 559-8510
2 baths, fireplace. garage.
Tom Vance General ConH & S Cleaning Service
great lot. nice Murray
2001 Caravan, V6, Key- tracting 767-9036 or 994- Home & Office Cleaning
neighborhood 806
less, CD, 13k, $15,500, 0388
Service Call 753-0413
Bagwell Blvd. 753-9305
753-2297
A affordable hauling, junk
Leave Message
CAPE Cod 1602 Tabard 3 87 Dodge custom conver- clean up. tree work, gutter
For Free Estimates
bedroom. 2 bath Must sion raised roof van, cleaning. 436-5141.
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
Call for Appt 5122.500 $1.900 753-4738
A-1 AFFORDABLE all- wanted. No lob too small.
753-0090
96 Plymouth Voyager, Mini around hauling, tree work. Give us a call. Yes we
FOR Sale 3 BR, 2 B, Cen- Van Hunter green, power cleaning out sheds, gutter, haul Junk.
tral HVAC, Nothing Down
windows, power locks, Junk clean-up. 436-2867.
Phone: 436-5759
905 Southwood Drive 753- $4.800 759-4144
HAULING
A-1 Mower repair, tillers.
5561
97 Chevy Astro, Excellent 4-wheelers, etc Free pickCleaning out garages,
NICE 3 bedroom. 2 bath. 5 cond., forest green $6.000 up. delivery 436-2867
sheds, carport atics,
yrs. old. SW area. $1205, 489-2477
and storage.
753-8866
753-2555
WE Buy Houses.
Luke Lamb
We take over payments
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
All Major Appliances
Any price or Condition
Is
PAINTING
and Most Major Brands
270-5344500
*For all residential and
270-753-1916
www CPIhomebuyers com
small commercial
painting needs
On The Square • Murray
*36 years experience
(270) 753-1713
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
YOU SHOW US:
A-1 Tree Service
lawn/patio furniture
•Average credit(not perfect)
Stump Removal
Louver doors / shutters
•Steady income history
492-8737,
'No job too small
437-3044
WE SHOW YOU
'Free estimates
Free Estimates
•100% loan, no money
Please call 753-8858
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
'Replace rotten or water damaged floors
Gerry Puckett • Darren Jones • Jacquelyn Watmm
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
for sagging or weak floors,
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers.
500
470
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling
Used Trucks
Motorcycles & ATVs

PT person needed to perform various duties in
small resort restaurant
Must be dependable Call
Susan at 270-436-2345
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair
RECEPTIONIST / Legal
Housing Act. which makes it illegal to adsertise any preference.
limitation or discrimination based on race, color. religion. sex.
Asst Good Phone & Comhandicap. familial status or national origin. or intention to make
puter skills required Previ- COUCH & Loveseat. navy
any such preferences, limitations or discrimination
ous Legal experience & hunter plaid $300
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale, rental or advertising of
helpful but not necessary. 080 753-3909.
real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under fedSend resume and refereneral law
RECLINERS. bedding,
ces: PO Box 1023. Murand furniture on sale!
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which
ray, Ky. 42071
is in violation of the law. All persons are hereby informed that all
Carraway Furniture
ROUTE Salesperson
advertised are available on an equal
dwellings
753-1502
ripportunity basis.
needed Good driving
SECTIONAL with incliners
record a must
For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
at each end Good condiWomen encouraged
requirements. contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milam,
.
tion Call 492-8889
''03) 64,S753-9094
SERIOUS People to Work
2 Bedroom duplex at 1304
at HOME PART.' FULL
Valley
Wood
Drive
TIME 800-297-5306
$375/month 759-4406
T&C Lumber Now Accepting Applications for sales
1 OR 2br apts. near downcounter help and loaders
town Murray starting at
Apply in person 53 N
$200/mo. 753-4109.
Main Benton Ky across
from Pizza Hut No Phone
Calls
Pickup and
WAL-MART is Now Hiring
Bath
1
2 Bedroom
Phase II Remodel Shifts
Delivery
$300/month plus deposit
available 8am-5pm MonFor Small Fee
753-9826
Fri, 1pm-10pm Mon-Fri.
RENT-2-OWN
10pm-7am
Sun-Thurs.
2 - 4 Bedroom houses.
Please apply in Lay-Away
Po809 N. 12th Street Murray.
tential owner financing
WANTED- Full time car753-4109
penter for year round employment Must have at
least ten years experience
in all phases of carpentry
Benefits include, health
care, 401-k, paid vacations
and commissions Must
have local references Call
All Size Units
759-8936 to make appointAvailable
Tues.-Sat. 9-4
ment for interview
728 East Broadway • Mayfield, KY
!Located in former Youngblood Furniturel
Dominic & Childcare
1270)247-3388
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-540 On Center Drive
MRS Kim's Daycare now
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
Behind Tom's Grille
accepting enrollment for
townhouse appliances fur759-4081
infants through School
nished, W/D 1yr. lease, 1
MURRAY
Store and Lock
age
1997 7810 JO MFWD month deposit No pets
presently has units availa767-0791
Tractor, 890 hr. Dual & 753-2905
weights, all the extras Call FORREST View Apart- ble. 753-2905 or 753100
7536..
(270)492-8192
Business
ments 1213 N 16th St., PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Opportunity
now accepting applications
•Inside climate control
for 2br townhouses, basic
Sports Equipment
storage
HOME WORKERS
rent $325/ month. Office
*Security alarmed
Needed.
97 EZ-GO electric,gol Hours, 10- 2. M-F. Call
*Safe & clean
5635 weekly processing cart looks new $1,800 753-1970. Equal Housing
•We sell boxes,
mail Easy, No experience 759-5400
Opportunity
•We rent U-Hauls
needed
HAZEL Apartments
270
*Heated Boat &
Call 1-888-517-2362
Now taking applications for
Mobile Homes For Sale
RV Storage
Ext 4605 24hrs
1 & 2br units Rent based
753-9600
LOCAL Business man 1 Bedroom Trailer. 52,000 on income. Mobility impairseeks venture capitalist Cash only no checks 489- ment accessible. Phone 492-8721. Mon & Thurs
Thirteen years in business 6161
9-ham TDD No.
Good payment record
1993 16x80 3br. 2 bath. 2
Equal
1-800-648-6056.
759-4180 or 759-4507 Ask
porches Must be moved
Housing Opportunity
or Ron
Asking $12 500 489-2054
120
2000 Honda Elite S-R50
# 119 Main • 753-6266
Computers
ike new, 300 miles, paid
$1,700 new, asking $1.000
KELLERS
395-5220
COMPUTER PLACE
2001 Yamaha Raptor exr _110
NEW computers_51_99_
cellent cond., $5,000
BUILDING for Sale
Upgrades & Repairs
2000 Honda 400 EX
Lease
North
3rd
and
VVal
Internet Service
Movers
nut, 6,500 sq ft $53,500 $3,000 OBO 767-0731
On 121S
82 Honda Silver Wing 500
Licensed and Insured
Days- 753-7668
436-5933.
Touring bike with bags &
Nights- 753-4919
9a m -7p m
trunk. Good condition
Mon-Sat
$900. 759-4452.
lp m -5pm
commerical prop. for rent
FOR Sale 2001 Yamaha
Sun
Grizzly 600 excellent conVisa/ Mastercard
1100 sq ft office area with dition 68 miles 2000 KTM
MDM COMPUTERS
2 bathrooms in Spruce St
520 motorcycle Call 270A+ Certified Technician
Industrial Park
753-7600
RELIANCE HOMES
2BR , 1 1/2 bath, covered
On site service
Call 753-5976
YAMAHA BLASTER,97
parking, extremely nice
LOG SIDE HOME
759.3556
FOUR WHEELER,
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 br. 2 bath large home,
GREAT
SHAPE. MUST
140
throughout,
28R edge of town, washMoen faucets
SELL. $1,900 759-4017
Want to Buy
porcelain sinks, 1 piece fi- er & dryer $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
1 year old, AKC Pug. very
berglass enclosures plyANTIQUES
3 Bedroom. 2 Bath, down- playful. $200 firm 492wood floors, permanent
Old toys advertising
stairs apartment, $400 a 8611
brick foundation. turn key
items antique furniture
month 489-2296
set up (no hidden costs)
AKC Boxer Baby's. we are
and primitives
CONDOPLEX 3br. 2 bath Bonafide, ready
on your lot We also have
now
We buy 1 or all,
Available January 5.2002
lots available $411 00 per
Champion bloodline 270- 2001 Chevy Suburban. LS
Call 753-3633 ask
month 2 miles N Murray
$700/mo
489-6133/270-474-8083
Series, Warranty, 22,xxx
for Larry
Hwy 641
Deposit required
DOG Obedience
miles, mint cond 1983
753-0834
SUNSHINE
makes
What
CASH paid for
Master Trainer.
Ford 1 'ton Econline Van
or 759-9835 after 5pm
HOMES better than the
good, used guns.
436-2858
Call 492-8575
rest) See for yourself at
Benson Sporting Goods,
PEMBROKE Welsh Corgi 95 Ford Explorer, Eddie
Arrowhead Home Sales- EXTRA nice 2br 1 bath. Pups. AKC. males only.
519 S 121h. Murray
Bauer, White, 115K miles.
GOOD used Air Condition- 3124 Hwy 79N -Pans TN appliances furnished with fawn 8 wks Shots &
Call after 5pm 753-2452 or
Toll
or
(731)641-6900
free
washer/ dryer 1 year wormed $300 270-522er, refrigerator, stove. carleave
message
at-877-754-6900
lease No pets 753-2905
peting 753-4109
5574

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

--Z7A

Supplies

Almo, KY 42020

WANTED

STORAGE

'HI
_
.
010
mi.dl
"il
•
D ik S Mobile Home

We Move Mobile Homes

270-437-4608

41 • • L
OF
*Lawn
*Leaf
'Bed
270CUSTOM
Tilling-:
Bush
Free:
Gerald L 4
Phone 2
Cell:
D G L.
Complete
*Insured •F
(270)
K
•
Siding Qua
Estimates +
Experience
ters 753-25
FE
Midway Fe
Comple
Reason
Free Esti
Dickie Farl
'
DEC*
EXPE •
PROFE
131
(P
SU TREE
Stump
Insured w
equ
Free :
75
ROOF
Call a •
43

Good 1.!?ople
Bad Credit

$ Zero Down Payment
753-2222

1-800-992-7334

SERVICE
ledger a Tireell WE
Class Ills
Ward-Elkins

Global Mortgage Link

EASTSIDE

Cecil
Lawnmo
Pick-up
75

David's Home Improvement

David Gallimore,
Owner

1977 F-10 Ford Pickup to
sale. Has an updated engine. Especially good for
use by someone working
in construction. Shell included. $1,500 or best offer. Please call 731-2328538.

731-247-5422

Frontier
XE.
NISSAN
2001, Awesome Truck, extended truck extended
cab, 5 speed, blue. CD
30,000 miles. $12,500
OBO. nights 270-753-0672

Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.

1996 DODGE 1/2 TON
RAM SPORT, 1500 2WHEEL DRIVE, BLACK,
WITH LOTS OF EXTRAS.
LOW MILEAGE. 360 V8,
LOADED, EXCELLENT
CON ASKING $12,000
OR BEST OFFER. 4354289 OR 753-2312
SENIOR owned 1985 SO
verado 350 Eng., auto.
cruise. PS, P.B., PW.
P L , tilt. Int wipers. factory AM/FM stereo system
with tape No rust, no body
damage. exc Mech cond
chrome bumpers F R
chrome wheels, good tires,
running boards $3.500
753-4589

Will Do Insurance Work

M & T Painting
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979
Heaven's Best

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING
Dry in 1 hour
No sticky residue. Non-toxic & Hypo-Allergenic
Residential & Commercial
New image in carpet cleaning
Got stains? We'll remove them.
For a free estimate call: 270-492-8510
or pager 270-762-7578
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Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
•Lawn Maintenance
*Leaf Pick-up,
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 836-5681
D. G. Landscaping
Complete Lawn Service
•Insured .Free estimates
(270)753-2210.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dicke Farley 759-1519,
FINE LINE PAINTING &
DECORATING:
EXPERIENCED,
PROFESSIONAL,
731-642-8227
(PARIS)

try,

& MoTermite
)e, Revs Vinyl
Decks

53.
Wash.
;leaning.
deliver.
Satisfac;all Mitch

rvice
Now
the best
mg, tree
iling, and
ius lobs
1-2135
UCKING

gravel,
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3ushhog
(77
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Roy Hill
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Deaning
)3-0413
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odd lobs
too small
Yes we
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shutters
small
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3-8858
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I floors
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or
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SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645

Offered
Lawn And Garden Wk
Need your lawn or landscaping groomed? How
about your garden tilled
and weeded? Call 759
0278 for a free estimate,

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets •Furniture
*Emergency water
removal •Free Estimates.
•Wnnkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
•Asphall paving
•Seal coating
•Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537.
MOQDY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local.
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
"Mowing *Landscaping
'Gutter-Cleaning
WILL housecleaning call
270-354-8201
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
Spring Scheduling
437-4407
210-6268

Offered
PAINTING
Pay less for more
Call Dan 753-9618
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVER.
753-0260

.7.

-Dogwood
landscaping

Complete Landscape
and Lawn Installation
and Maintenance
•Mowisc
•IRRIGATION INSTALLATION

15 Yrs Experience

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Vont Home improvemenf Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes

Phone(270) 759-4734

David Borders

• Chimney Flushing • Re-Root
• New Construction • Flat Roofs
_._._._._._._._._._._._.
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience
489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

• We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways

ROOF REPAIR
SMITH
,}pet iuli-ingut Roof &Tait

Roofing Metal

#1 & #2 available in must colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

CALL DAVID

753-9000
670
wanted

Want to lease
dark fire or
air-cured
tobacco base.
492-8790

tan* Brother
Moving Co.
1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

qi

li

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your AdAd Could Be
Here For Only
Wiggins Furniture
$250.00 Per Month!
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy(

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

For More information
Call 753-1916 And
Ask For Tammy Stom
In Classified Department.

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

1.1r

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

't

Luke Lamb

SERVICE Wanted
Mowing and Bushogging
in Dexter Area.
527-7410 Leave Message.
WANT to lease air or dark
fired tobacco base. Call
(270)492-8192

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

ç.
__c"
...._
How To
,
1'
--,.."
,..,-i
_._,
FREE PALLETS Place Your
_.,.. ii,,,
... .....,
.,
c Classified Ad...

By Phone
270-753-1916
By Fax
270-753-1927

By E-mail
mit@murrayledger.com
In Person
1001 Whitnell Ave.

By Internet

By Mail

www.murrayledger.com

P.0, Box 1040. Murray. KY

-

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come First Serve

Scientists believe T-Rex probably couldn't run quickly
Tyrannosaurus rex, the fearsome
carnivore depicted as fast on its feet
in the "Jurassic Park" movies, may
have been a bit of a slowpoke.
A study suggests that at six tons
and 40 feet in length, the twolegged T. rex was so big its leg
muscles could not have let it sprint.
Using a computer model to calculate how much muscle an animal
needs to move at different speeds
and postures, two California researchers estimated that T. rex was
capable of moving in the range of
II mph to 25 mph, with the lower
figure more likely.
That is far less than the 45 mph

some scientists have suggested.
"Twenty-five mph cannot be
ruled out, buCit's really straining
credulity. It would require such
enormous power it would be pushing its limits or going beyond its
limits," said John R. Hutchinson of
Stanford University.
The conclusion may have a
bearing on the long-running debate
over whether T. rex was a predator
that chased down its prey or a scavenger that fed on carcasses.
Hutchinson collaborated with
Mariano Garcia of the University
of California at Berkeley. Their
findings were published in Thurs
day's issue Of the journal Nature.
Dinosaur experts were split on

the team's conclusions.
Hutchinson and Garcia tested
their computer model on alligators
and chickens — two relatives of dinosaurs. It correctly predicted that
alligators' leg muscles were too
small for them to run quickly and
that chickens' leg muscles are more

than adequate for fast running.
When the same model was applied to T. rex, the researchers
found that to move as fast as 45
mph, its leg muscles would have
had to make up 86 percent of its
weight. That would have been impossible, because it would have left

only 14 percent for the rest of T.
rex's enormous body.
University of Maryland paleontologist Thomas Holtz Jr. agreed
with the team's findings but said
the approach should .be tested on
larger animals such as ostriches
that are closer in site to T. rex.

Chris.Brochu. a paleontologist at
the University of Iowa, praised the
paper as "the firmest statement yet
made on how fast a large bipedal
dinosaur could have moved — its
running ability or lack thereof."
Other scientists were unconvinced by the study.

Improve your home with

complete entertainment and
high speed internet...

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursda).
March 14. 2002:
Contacts with others are frequent and
often overwhelming. On some level, you
become better organized and more adapt
at breaking patterns and thinking outside
of the box. Your assets remain a major
issue. Refuse to take a risk. Do whatever
you need to use your natural talents.
Success becomes your middle name this
year. If single. romance will sknock on
your door. You'll open the door and like
what comes in. Many Pisces will be tying
the knot this year. You will grow through
this significant new association. If
attached, your relationship will develop
to a new level. Many will ignite the
flames of romance that lie between you.
You might go on a special trip. Others
will buy their dream home,and yet, some
will add to their family. ARIES is possessive.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
-5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
***** If opportunity and energy
measure the quality of your day, count on
this one. Much goes on within your mind
as you seek'out solutions and ideas.
Sincerely consider another's offer. You
will be put in a position of making a
choice. Tonight: Let the Ram dominate.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Phones ring. Others seek you
out. .Close your door or put on headphones if you want to focus. You're in
your own world right now. Sort out valid
information from the gossip. Take a walk
at lunchtime to clear your overactive
mind. Tonight: Dance away.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Knowing what your goals arc
helps you make fast choices. Expect to
he hit with many options involving making and spending money If you've done

your homework, you will find your
choices to be easy. Otherwise. slow
down and think each option through.
Tonight: Follow your friends.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Take charge at work.
Fortunately, you have the necessary
amount of energy to handle the hectic
pace. You have a tendency to spread
yourself thin. You test that ability right
now. Keep your priorities in mind, and
you'll glide through the day. Tonight:
Work late.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Your instincts mixed with your
intellect steer you down the right path.
Detach from what goes on around you.
Take your time making a decision.
Research, and find more experts. Find a

way to relax at lunch, perhaps take a
walk or get some exercise. Tonight:
Relax to a favorite piece of music.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Though you could be obsessing about certain goals, take time with
each person that surfaces in your life.
How you view a matter could change
substantially as a result of individual discussions. Vocalize your opinions. Don't
hold back. Tonight: Start the - weekend
early.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others make demands, and you
respond. You could be on overload.
Listen to feedback from an associate or
trusted partner. Open up to new visions
and possibilities. Separate a personal bias
early on in order to respond more openly.
Tonight: Where the crowds are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could feel overwhelmed by
your work and its demands. Break
through, making a call or reaching out
for another who helps you gain perspective. What is happening is good. Remain
positive, even if at moments you are
stressed out. Tonight: Go for a strenuous
workout.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your creativity coupled with
another's resourcefulness create a closeto-unbeatable team. If you haven't
worked together on a project yet, do so.
as you will enhance each other's ability
to make money. Brainstorm to your
heart's delight. Tonight: Do something
you love.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You're coming from a basic,
constructive point of view. Your ability
to visualize helps you present your case
to someone. For others, your charming.
upbeat manner draws many admirers,
making this prime time for networking or
making key requests. Tonight Put your
feet up.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Screen your calls, especially
if you feel your plate is too full. Others
seek you out to ask for help or advice.
Your ability to handle a lot in a unique
style separates you from others. Listen to
each person carefully. even if you feel
you are too busy. Tonight: Hang out with
a friend.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Expenses must come to the forefront. You cannot keep risking or thinking that a money tree grows in front of
your house. Grasp the fact that everyone
and everything has limits. Express emotional happiness in a more constructive
manner. Tonight: Pay bills first.

BORN TODAY
Actor Billy Crystal(1947), actor Michael
Caine (1933). Dennis the Menace creator
Hank Ketcham (1920)

fco
The only tool you'll need for
your home improvements!
The Charter Complete package has you
covered with great new channels, plus
lightning fast Internet connection with
Charter Pipeline-at special savings now! If
you haven't experienced the crisp, clear pictures and
sound that Charter digital technology delivers, you owe
it to yourself to try the Charter Complete package.
Plus, you can try our instantaneous connection, no phone

Free Installation
When you order the

Charter Complete
package with

Charter Pipeline High-speed Internet access or
other select Charter Packages!

1-800-222-5363

line required Internet connection-Charter Pipeline A
great deal just got better. Welcome to the Wired World'.
www.chartencorn
Offer ends 3/23/02. All packages include a home terminal, interactive on-screen guide parental control.
co quality music channels and access to In Demand movies. A service commitment may be required. Other
restrictions may apply Not all services available In all areas. Taxes Ai fees not included Wallffsh & custom
installation not included Valid In only Charter wired serviceable areas Internet speeds may vary Additionai
monthly tee for non-video customers Discounted monthly rental is not applicable to non video customers (C
Charter Communications 2002 Charter Communications and Charter Digital Cable are among the registered
trademarks of Charter Communications Other trademarks belong to their respective owners

O

rc0.0,110_,,:ter
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My son, 31, has
suffered from asthma for years. He's
happily married and enjoys his pets.
plants and dried flower arrangements
— all of which aggravate his condition.
Just how serious is this for his wellbeing?
DEAR READER. It could be quite
serious. Although I understand your
concern about your son's health, only
he can choose which steps he can take
to improve it. For some asthma
patients. the disease is a life-threatening handicap requiring aggressive
therapy; for others, it may be an occasional nuisance, consisting of periodic
wheezing and cough.
In either instance, asthma attacks
can be frightening and may progress
to serious respiratory difficulty —
without warning. Therefore, in my
experience, asthmatics ordinarily
modify their behavior and environment as much as they can to prevent
the bronchial spasms that characterize the disease. This includes absolute
prohibition against smoking (or exposure to second-hand smoke), as well
as an avoidance of animal dander,
plant pollens and other contaminants
in the air we breathe. House dust,
which is often trapped in dried
arrangements
that are rarely
changed or discarded) is a substance
that frequently aggravates asthma, as
will air pollution and upper respiratory
infections.
Your son will have to make up his
mind abuut-which environmental factors to avoid. Perhaps he should even
be tested by an allergist to identify
these factors. If he is the kind of person who has a more or less persisting,
chronic asthma -- that is, he is rarely
free of symptoms — the bronchial
spasm (although low-grade) could
lead to permanent lung damage, such
as emphysema. In this situation, he
could be helped by taking a drug to
prevent asthma, such as Singulair or
Accolate. If, on the other hand, his
asthma is infrequent, the attacks
could be treated (or aborted) by an
albuterol inhaler.
The most satisfactory resolution to

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

this problem, in my opinion, would be
for him to discuss his asthma-pattern
with his family physician. In this way,
your son can work with the doctor to
identify causes of the asthma and to
take preventive measures. Also, the
practitioner can advise him about
appropriate medications to be used to
improve his breathing during an acute
attack.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How has the
treatment of peptic ulcers changed?
DEAR READER: Dramatically.
Years ago, the only therapy was diet
and frequent milk and cream feedings,
along with bicarb of soda.
Subsequently, antacids (such as
Maalox, Gelusil and Riopan) became
the rage. These agents were inexpensive, more palatable, more effective
and did not provide excess cholesterol.
Later, the treatment of peptic disease was revolutionized by the introduction of drugs (such as Pepcid,
Tagamet and Zantac) that reduce the
production of excess gastric acid, a
primary case of ulcers and reflux.

DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
response to "All Alone in Tucson,
Ariz.," who is 14 and had a miscarriage. I had a similar experience. I,
too, began having sex at an early
age. It caused a lot of problems I am
still dealing with in adulthood.
Sex is not fun and games. It can
ruin your self-esteem faster than a
speeding bullet. Once you lose your
self-esteem, it can take years to get
back.
Also, having sex without regular
visits to a gynecologist can jeopardize your fertility. In other words,
when you finally find a man who
deserves you, you may not be able to
get pregnant. That's what happened
to me,and it is heartbreaking.
I hope "All Alone" gets to a doctor
and resolves her issues with her
mother. They need to talk. It's
important that she tell her mother
that she needs her guidance. Boys
come and go, but the mother-daughter bond lasts forever.
FINDING MY WAY BACK
IN SACRAMENTO,CALIF.
DEAR FINDING: I'm sorry
you have to learn these life
lessons the hard way. I hope "All
Alone" will learn from your
experience and take your
advice. Read on:

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Nevr.port. Ellis k i'.1schali, Burt
Dana Mitchell, senior at Callo- Taylor, William B. Milstead, H.
way County High School and Glenn Doran and R.B. Patterson.
daughter of Daryl and Peggy Executive officers are Patterson and
Mitchell, and Dana Hohman, senior Bobby Latimer.
at Murray High School and daughMarine Sgt. Jimmie Boyd, son of
ter of Gary and Paulette Hohman, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Boyd, was
have been named for Good Citizen awarded a Meritorious Mast while
honors by the Captain Wendell serving 'with the Marine Fighter AtOury Chapter of the Daughters of tack Squadron 232 at Marine Corps
the American Revolution.
Air Bse, lwakuni, Japan.
Murray High School Speech
Forty years ago
Team placed first in the Kentucky
Murray City Police Sgt. Barney
State Catholic Forsenic League Weeks attended a six-day training
Tournament at Bullit Central High course, sponsored by Kentucky
School.
Peace Officers Association, at the
Births reported include a girl to Kentucky Police Academy, FrankRegina and William Hagan, March fort.
6; a girl to Stacy and David MikulPvt. Douglas M. Fitts, son of Mr.
cik, March 7.
and Mrs. William F. Fitts, is serving
Twenty years ago
with the U.S. Army at Fort Jackson,
L. & N. Railroad Company has S.C.
discontinued service between MurRecent births reported at Murray
ray and Paducah effective March Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
12, according to L. & N. Agent Mrs.
Robert McCoart and a boy to
Harry Rawls. The trains now go
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Morrison.
only as far as Vanderbilt Chemical
Fifty years ago
Company, East Penny Road. ServElectrician's Mate Third Class
ice from Murray south through
Odel E. Puckett is serving on the
Paris, Tenn., to Bruceton. Tenn.,
destroyer escort USS Nicholas,
will continue.
homeported at Hilo, Hawaii. He is
In First Regional High School
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Basketball Tournament Murray TiPuckett.
gers lost to Ballard Memorial and
Murray State College ThoroughFarmington lost to Carlisle County.
won over West Texas 75 to
breds
High team scorers were Jim West,
overtime at the basketball
in
73
Murray, Keith .Myers. Ballard.
game'at the NAIB College BasketRusty Pigg, Farmington, and Keith
ball Tournament at Kansas City,
York, Carlisle.
Mo.
Thirty years ago
Births reported include a girl to
Open house was held March 11
and Mrs. James Creekmur,
Mr.
at the newly remodeled Dees Bank
March 10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
of Hazel. Directors are W.M. ErPierce, March 11.
win, Dr. Hugh L. Houston, H.A. Freelon

DEAR MOTHER: You have
said it beautifully.
Ca.

DEAR ABBY: You should have
told "All Alone" that there are helpful agencies like Planned Parenthood that provide help for teen-agers
without requiring legal consent of an
adult. Not only can they provide
medical attention to ensure that "All
Alone" is safe and can have children
in the future, but they provide the
emotional support and peer counseling necessary to give her confidence
and renewed self-esteem.
In an ideal world, parents would
all be approachable and helpful in a
crisis. If they were, perhaps there
would be no crisis. Sipce an ideal
world doesn't exist, helpful agencies
do — thank God.
TEEN ADVOCATE
IN NAPA,CALIF.
DEAR TEEN ADVOCATE: Fm
glad you wrote. I have long been
a supporter of Planned Parenthood, which offers a full range of
reproductive health services for
both men and women,including
premarital blood testing, contraceptive services, prenatal care
and counseling — to name only a

few.
Tomorrow PH share more of
the letters I have received from
young women who identified
with "All Alone's" experience.

DEAR ABBY: We mothers need
to remind ourselves that when our
daughters are teen-agers, it's not
Now there is even a more effective important whether their room is
treatment: stronger drugs.._(such as neat or what kinds of clothes they
Pauline Phillips and her daughter,
Prevacid and Nexium) that block wear. It's -more important that they
stomach acid are available by pre- know we care for them — that we'll Jeanne Phillips, share the pseudonym
Abigail
Van But-en. Write Dear Abby at
scription and may be supplemented by always be there for them no matter www.DearAbby.com
what happens in life. Many times Los Angeles,CA 90089.or P.O. Box 89440,
antacids as needed.
Finally, bacterial infection (with a mothers are the primary source of
***
germ called H. pylori) is a significant support and love. We must fulfill
cause of peptic disease in many that role.
The only thing "All Alone" wants
patients. When present, H. pylori is
is the assurance that someone cares
treated with antibiotics.
The therapy of peptic disease has for her unconditionally. She wanted
evolved over the past decade to the love from the boy who shunned her,
CONTRACT BRIDGE
TODAY IN HISTORY
point at which powerful (but safe) from the child she lost, and from the
medications are almost always suc- mother she feels will "kill" her when
By The Associated Press
cessful in curing not only symptoms she finds out she was having sex.
Today
is Wednesday, March 13,
A
mother's
job is not so much to
but the disorders themselves.
the 72nd day of 2002. There are 293
teach
a
child
how
to
make
a
bed,
A NOTE TO READERS: For updatdays left in the year.
ed and revised Health Reports on study hard, or even not to have sex
Today's Highlight in History:
"Erectile Dysfunction" and "Coronary before marriage, as much as it must East dealer.
ing against three notrump. You
One hundred and fifty years ago,
Artery Disease," send $2 for each be to love her child, make sure he or East-West vulnerable.
lead
a
heart
to
East's
jack,
which
report to Newsletter, PO. Box 167, she knows it every day, and to teach
on March 13, 1852, "Uncle Sam"
NORTH
declarer ducks, and East continues
Stay curio .
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure to the child to love him or herself. If a
made his debut as a cartoon charac+ A K7
with
the
queen,
which
South
ducks
mention the title(s) of the Health mother can do these things, the child
V9 2
again.
ter
in the New York Lantern.
TeleFund 2002 •
Report(s). Also, be on the lookout for will be empowered to live life in a
•J 10 9
At this point, you should overOn this date:
positive
way.
1.800.866.
66 more updated Health Reports.
+J 9 7 6 3
take the queen with the king, not
A MOTHER WHO LEARNED
In 1868, the impeachment trial of
www.ketorg
WEST
EAST
just because you have the K-10-8
IN TIME
CopyrIght 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
•J 10 4
4 Q 95 2
and can afford to, but because it President Andrew Johnson began in
qIP K 10 8 5 3
V QJ6
would be futile to allow partner to the U.S. Senate.
I L_Y
NIIICS
•7 6 5
•A 4 2
win and play still another heart.
In 1906, American suffragist Su+52
Q 10 8
You know you have no entry card to san B. Anthony died in Rochester,
131_01NDIE
SOUTH
your hearts and that it can't help
N.Y.
*8 6 3
your side to continue the suit and
In 1925, a law went into effect in
DAGNOOD I'M GOtNG O EiE
V A 74
ROAST YOU)
THEY'RE LOOKING
force out the ace.
Tennessee prohibiting the teaching
440NOCZED BY 7i4E BLSiNESSMEN'S
AT A BIG <"
rocz SPEAKERS..
•K Q 8 3
Instead, you shift to the jack of
CLUB TISEY'RE GOING "70 ROAS7_,,
DINNER?!
of evolution.
WOULD YOU LIKE
4A K 4
spades at trick three. This play
TO 00 IT?
ME A7 A DINNER
OH,!WY!!
In 1980, Ford Motor Chairman
The bidding:
can't do any harm and might do
Henry Ford II announced he was
East
/ 'NAT'S
South West
North some good. True, your partner is
GREAT,
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
unlikely to have the queen, consid- stepping down.
BOSS
In 1996, a gunman burst into an
Opening lead — five of hearts.
ering South's opening notrump bid,
In many hands,the best plan but it is possible. The bottom line is elementary school in Dunblane,
II I
for the defenders is simply to stand that a spade shift offers more promScotland, and opened fire on a class
of kindergartners, killing 16 chilpat and do nothing that might ise than a heart continuation.
give declarer a trick he is not
As it happens, you hit pay dirt. dren and one teacher before killing
entitled to. This is called passive Declarer wins and plays the A-K of himself.
defense.
clubs, hoping the queen will fall.
One year ago: France announced
In other hands, the defenders When it doesn't, he leads another
cannot afford to sit still, since club. East wins with the queen and its first case of foot-and-mouth disCAM 1(
doing so will ultimately allow de- returns a low spade to eventually ease, prompting the U.S. Department of Agriculture to suspend imclarer
to make the contract. In put the contract down two.
, IF 100 LOST
(. IT I LOST SIX POUNDS
"DRINK &LASSES
these cases, the defense must atI SIX POUNDS
With a thoughtless heart con- ports of livestock and fresh meat
Or WATER I SAq
OF WATER "
' THAT FAST,
tack, even though there might be tinuation by East or West at trick from the European Union. Ahmed
GREAT START' 13RAV0!
IT WAS
no absolute certainty of success. three, however, South would make Ressam. an Algerian national who
DO THE NEXT THING
ausT WATER
Let's say you're West,defend- three notrump.
THE DIET 5'45 TO DO.F.
was arrested with a carload of exCAT H4. j
plosives
just before New Year's
Tomorrow: A precautionary measure.
went on trial in Los AnEve
1999,
02002 King Features Syndicate Inc
geles on charges of plotting to
bomb Seattle and other U.S. cities
CROSSWORDS
during the millennium celebrations.
(He was convicted of terrorism the
following month.)

Do Something!

4

ACROSS
1 — lunch
4 Happy
8 Caresses
12 'Do — — say

VC,Ft Et IE.-UTE Ft cs r WC)IFt S.EC)

I DUNNO
100 TOSTHnD
DINNER

Tr-IERE'S A DIFFERENCE
Be.TWEEel "STOMACH
B1.)LGE'AND'BAF3V,"
MICHAEL. WHAT I
WANT TO KNOto
IC - WI L1X)K
PREGNANT
CfK DO I
LCOK
FAT ?If

DEANNA ,YOU DeFiNirELy
I-00K
PrCE•GN ANT-

(5111„)f.

GAFIELD

42 Duck's feet
43 Up above
44 Sporty hairdo
48 Pessimist's
word
49 Luau strings
(slang)
50 — chi ch'uan
51 The one here
52 Fetches
53 Explosive
letters

13 Paddy crop
14 Asian
mountains
15 Pest
17 Cat's murmur
18 Border on
19 Makes less
wild
20 Neglectful
23 Man. once
24 River to the
Caspian
25 Ailment
28 Ball club VIP
29 Flirt with
31 Ump's cousin
33 Farm vehicle
(2 wds.)
35 Pack animal
36 Crude metal
37 Trinket
39 Kyoto mattress
1

2

3

1 Outlaw
2 Big Ten sch
3 Sundial
numeral
4 Snatches
5 Chemist
Pauling
6 Bank abbr.
7 "Gidger
actress
8 Fruit tree
9 Pickling
ingredient
10 Deli-scale
5

i6
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word
11 Knightly titles
16 Weigh anchor
19 Painted
tinware
20 Caribbean

8

7

13

•io

11

14

15

17
ill
18

20

MUD
DI Ail.,S.F4PLA
R T E 0 D D4E R 1.1 L 0'B
L I DS.LUG
SA N
t
S
S I LIOI
BO
CT
SAMRA A GIG ED
RED
RACE HORSE
E MIR
TUB
NOSE
A P'P'EJ I TES W AR
MOSAII C
L I B
Y E
PLEAD
CM
FA I .R
TART
R:0 W
TUTOR •N E
FUB I
PlO D
ARENA
YIAIM

DOWN

4

12

Answer to Previous Puzzle

21

19
al

22

SUU28

24
Wild

28
33

27
32

34

PEANUTS
(
IT'S TOO COLO
111 PLA(
, 8ALi.

CHARLIE IRINA'

T'5 NOT THAT COLD YOU
DON T NEAR Ot/R SM0RT5TOP

COMPLAINING, DO qao ?

NO Ow( 5H0OL.0 4.E'
lid=
ill
48

I

WI

aua

ill
49

dSUUUU

ill
" ill
a

liquor
21 Proof word
22 "Das Kapital"
author
23 Low. to Pierre
25 Gym pad
26 Defeat badly
27 Bellow
29 Mountain
lake
30 Sooner than
anon
32 Lawyer's
charge
34 Preempts
(hyph )
35 Necessary
thing
37 Poet Stephen
Vincent —
38 Chasm
39 Statistic
40 Western state
41 'Beloved' writer
Moon
42 Came to
44 Wrinkle-nosed
dog
45 Communi
cations corp
46 Songwriter
Janis
47 Struck a
match
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